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Welcome to Elvis Week
Thank you for joining us for the
largest celebration of Elvis in history.
Whether you are from just down the
road or the other side of the world,
we are grateful you are helping us
celebrate Elvis’ life and legacy.
In addition to the celebration
that will be happening in Memphis,
fans will each celebrate in their own
way around the world. The influence
Elvis still has 35 years later is a
testament to the life he lived and the
lives he changed.
Elvis Week 2012 has some
exciting new events on the calendar
along with fan favorites, including
the annual Candlelight Vigil on the
night of August 15, when fans will
gather at the gates of Graceland and
walk up the driveway with a candle in
quiet remembrance.
One of the most anticipated
events is the Elvis 35th Anniversary
Concert at the FedExForum on
August 16. For this spectacular event,
Elvis returns to the concert stage via

video, accompanied live by a cast of
singers and musicians who worked
with him, an orchestra and more.
It is truly a night with the King
of Rock ‘n’ Roll that you’ll want to

live concerts, dance parties, panel
discussions with those who knew
and worked with Elvis and more.
From early in the morning until
late at night, the 2012 Elvis Week

experience with your friends, family
and fans from around the world.
This year, fans can spend time at
Graceland at the 2012 Elvis Week
Main Stage Entertainment Pavilion.
The Elvis Week Main Stage will host

Main Stage will be the hub of Elvisthemed entertainment.
The Official Elvis Insiders
Conference is back this year with
a full schedule of special guests,
including Jerry Schilling, Egil “Bud”

Krogh, Tom Perryman and his wife
Billie, Dixie Locke Emmons, June
Juanico, Larry Geller, DJ Fontana,
Allyson Adams, Wanda Jackson
and the Holladay Sisters – Ginger
Holladay and Mary Pederson.
The 2012 Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest will feature
more contestants than ever before
competing for the crown. Contestants
from the U.S., Canada, Australia and
Japan are in the running this year to
take home the title of the Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist of 2012.
In addition, there are lots of other
great events, including the Graceland
Trivia Tour, free entertainment tent
at Graceland Crossing, 30th Annual
Elvis Presley 5K Run, Elvis movies
and much more.
For a complete list of events
that will be going on at Graceland
and around Memphis during Elvis
Week, check out pages 12-13 of the
event guide.

ELVIS: YESTERDAY, TODAY and TOMORROW
by Simon Cantlon

In 1955, Elvis was alive, alive as a young
man, a singer from the south singing his
way out of poverty, full of ambition and the
momentum to take on the world. His story
is well-known, well-documented and wellweaved into the fabric of American folklore.
Thirty-five years after his passing, there is still
only one and people still seek out this man.
Elvis Aaron Presley keeps you coming back;
for a performance that has gone beyond his
lifetime and bears a repeated encore for more.
In 1959, one of his album titles declared
“50,000,000 Elvis Fans Can’t Be Wrong.”
Elvis was many, many things: singer,
trailblazer, record setter, innovator, fashion
icon, actor, good samaritan, husband, father
and more. During his life, his music, movies,
image, adventures and accomplishments were
heard and seen by millions worldwide. He was
banned, dismissed and debated by some, but
he was adored by many more. This young man
from Tupelo captured the world’s imagination
and became an international icon whose place
there has never been questioned. His name has
been praised and his music has been sung in
every language and every country all around

the planet from the 1950s to today.
In 2012, it’s more like 50,000,000,000 Elvis
fans can’t be wrong. On the 35th anniversary of
his death, Elvis is still here with us now more than
ever. His influence still continues to be felt along
with the legacy he left behind through his music,
movies, photographs and larger-than-life legend.
In 1973, Elvis was the first entertainer to have
a live performance broadcast around the world
via satellite and be seen by over a billion people.

hundreds of
artists continue
to cover Elvis’
tunes every year
trying to capture
his spirit.
The Elvis of today
is many, many things
Cont’d... page 4

“Elvis is still here with us
now more than ever.”
Today, Elvis continues to break records with over
a billion records sold including over 150 different
certified gold, platinum or multi-platinum
albums and singles. Elvis has had more
songs written about him than any other
artist in history and still tours all over
the world performing virtually with a
live band. Hundreds of thousands of
people every year still visit Graceland,
his home in Memphis, Tennessee, and

Turn to Pages 12 - 13 for a Full List of Elvis Week Events
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Elvis Week at a Glance

8:00 a.m.
8:00 p.m.

Saturday, August 4

Elvis 7s Rugby Tournament
“Elvis on Tour” at Levitt Sell

Friday, August 10

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Meet up at Marlowe’s
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays
Elvis Night at the Memphis Redbirds
Walk up to Meditation Garden
Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist Contest – Round 1

Saturday, August 11

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
30th Annual Elvis Presley 5K Run
Conversations on Elvis - Elvis & Gospel
Elvis Songwriters Showcase
Walk up to Meditation Garden
Elvis Week Kick-Off Concert with
Andy Childs & Band

Sunday, August 12

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Southern Gospel Celebration
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Betty Harper
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm
Conversations on Elvis - Elvis in the
Movies
Lowell Hays Trunk Show
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Joe Petruccio
Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate
ETA Contest – Round 2
George Klein’s Elvis Mafia Reunion
Walk up to Meditation Garden
Celebrate The King
“Jailhouse Rock” and “Viva Las Vegas”
Double Feature

Monday, August 13

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
Walk up to Meditation Garden
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Elvis Insiders Conference
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays

12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Betty Harper
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Book Signing with Bobby Wood of
The Memphis Boys
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Joe Petruccio
5:00 p.m.
The Memphis Boys Note Dedication
5:00 p.m.
Graceland Trivia Tour
5:00 p.m.
Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate
ETA Contest – Round 3
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Walk up to Meditation Garden
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. Elvis Week Dance Party

Tuesday, August 14

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Fan Club Presidents’ Event
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Betty Harper
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm
Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest
Showcase
Lowell Hays Trunk Show
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Joe Petruccio
The Memphis Boys Salute
Walk up to Meditation Garden
“Love Me Tender” and “Clambake”
Double Feature

Wednesday, August 15

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Conversations on Elvis - Behind the
Camera
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Ornament Signing by Lisa Kelechava
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Betty Harper
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. FREE Aloha from Hawaii Party
3:00 p.m.
Elvis and Friends Concert
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Meet ‘n’ Greet with Joe Petruccio
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Lowell Hays Trunk Show
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Ornament Signing by Lisa Kelechava
5:30 p.m.
Sony Awards Presentation
8:30 p.m.
Candlelight Vigil

Thursday, August 16

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest
Meet ‘n’ Greet at Hard Rock
EP Party Jam Featuring Jamie Aaron Kelley
10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
7.00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Ornament Signing by Lisa Kelechava
George Klein’s Elvis Memorial Service
On Stage with Terry Mike Jeffrey
and Andy Childs
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm
Ornament Signing by Lisa Kelechava
Elvis 35th Anniversary Concert PreConcert VIP Reception
Tupelore: “Tupelove” and “Favorite
Son” at the Memphis Brooks
Museum of Art
Walk up to Meditation Garden
Elvis 35th Anniversary Concert

Friday, August 17

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Hub Of Rock ‘n’ Roll Historic Marker
Dedication
10:00 a.m.
Ultimate ETA Contest Semifinal
Round One
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Lowell Hays Trunk Show
Conversations on Elvis - Behind the Stage
1:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
FREE Sony Music Panel
7:00 p.m.
Ultimate ETA Contest Semifinal
Round Two
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Walk up to Meditation Garden
10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Elvis Luau Dance Party
11:00 p.m.
Spirit of the King

Saturday, August 18

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Walk up to Meditation Garden
Morning Gospel Singin’ With First
Assembly of God Memphis
Conversations on Elvis - In the Studio
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays
Ultimate ETA Contest Final Round
Walk up to Meditation Garden
Elvis Week Farewell Dance Party

For details on these and other Elvis Week events, visit page 12 & 13.

GET Your Free Elvis Week Welcome Kit
Stop by Graceland Guest Services between August 10 – 18
and request your free Elvis Week Welcome Kit filled with lots
of great freebies. While supplies last. Quantity is limited.

Dear Friends,
On behalf of the people of
our great city and Elvis fans
everywhere, welcome to
Memphis! We’re so grateful
that you’ve joined us for
this annual celebration of
his life, his timeless music,
and his enduring legacy.
As I contemplate how visitors have arrived at
Graceland this year from so many different places,
I am struck at the many roads Elvis himself
took over the course of his life. From humble
beginnings in Tupelo, Mississippi, to famed Sun
Studios at 706 Union Avenue in downtown
Memphis, to tours and adventures in many
nations across the globe, to his eventual home here
on Elvis Presley Boulevard, his travels represent

Dear Elvis Fans,
Congratulations on your
35th year of celebrating
Elvis Week, August
10 - 18, 2012. We are
fortunate to have the
legacy of Elvis Presley
in Memphis, Tennessee.
Elvis Presley Enterprises
has done a remarkable job in keeping the
attention of the memory of Elvis Presley
around the world.
This is a momentous occasion, and I would
like to personally welcome our friends and
visitors to Shelby County. Our resident and

nothing less than the story of America’s music –
rock and roll – and how he used it to change the
world.
Memphis is honored to have been the place where
his unforgettable career began. One of my favorite
Elvis anecdotes occurred when a reporter asked
him what he missed most about Memphis. His
answer, of course: “Everything.”
Whether this is your first pilgrimage to Memphis
or if you’re an old friend, I think after this year’s
exciting week of concerts, tributes, and other
events, you’ll agree with the King.
Have a wonderful week!
A C Wharton, Jr.
Mayor, City of Memphis

business owners always enjoy hosting the out
of town guests of this event.
Our community continues to benefit from
the progress and growth of Elvis Presley
Enterprises as it promotes our history, culture,
and iconic artists.
As Mayor of Shelby County, I extend my
sincere gratitude and warmest welcome to
the “Elvis” fans, along with their families and
friends, who chose Elvis Week 2012 to visit
Memphis, Tennessee.
Sincerely,
Mark H. Luttrell, Jr.
Mayor, Shelby County

Welcome to Elvis Week 2012
Dear Elvis Fans,
On behalf of everyone at
Elvis Presley Enterprises,
Inc. and the Presley family,
I am happy to welcome
you to Memphis for Elvis
Week 2012. For this
exciting 35th anniversary
commemoration of the life
and legacy of Elvis Presley, we have more special
events, live music, movies, and other ways to
celebrate than ever before.
This is also a special year because 30 years ago we
first opened Graceland to the public. Since that
time, we’ve seen Elvis’ home become the most
well-known rock ‘n’ roll attraction in the world
and, just like Elvis himself, become a significant
part of American culture. No matter where you

are in the world, when you say “I’m Goin’ to
Graceland,” people know where you are headed.
In addition to all the opportunities to celebrate
the many different aspects of Elvis’ life and career,
one event will be especially meaningful because it
beautifully illustrates the popularity of Elvis’ music
today. On Wednesday afternoon, representatives
from Sony, Elvis’ record label, will be on the Elvis
Week Main Stage to present even more record
certifications to the fans. Elvis and his music
continue to top the charts, break records and
remind people Elvis is the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.
I look forward to the greatest celebration of Elvis
in history.
Jack Soden
CEO
Elvis Presley Enterprises

Elvis Week Tickets & All-Access Main
Stage Passes Pickup Information
Any Elvis Week tickets purchased
through Graceland Reservations,
including the Elvis Week Main Stage
All-Access Pass, can be picked up at
the Elvis Week Ticket Booth in the
Graceland ticket pavilion starting on
Thursday, August 9, from 9:00 a.m.
- 4:00 p.m. If you have not picked
up your tickets at Graceland prior to
an event, they will be available at the
door of the event 30 minutes prior.
Tickets to Graceland-sponsored
events, including all events at the Elvis
Week Main Stage, can be purchased

at the Graceland Guest Services Desk
between 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. or at the
door of the event if it is not sold out.
If you pre-purchased tickets
through Ticketmaster, tickets should
have been received via mail. To purchase
event tickets through Ticketmaster for
Elvis 35th Anniversary Concert or the
Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest,
call Ticketmaster at 800-982-2787, visit
any Ticketmaster Outlet location or
Ticketmaster.com, or visit the box office
of the FedEx Forum (35th Concert) or
Cannon Center (ETA).

Download the FREE Elvis Week App at the
iTunes Store, Android marketplace and at
Elvis.com/ElvisWeekApp.
#ElvisWeek | elvis.com
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Autograph sessions with Elvis Week Main
Stage guests will be held for all Conversations
on Elvis events and the Official Elvis Insiders
Conference. Autograph sessions will be held in
the Elvis Lives Exhibit for two hours following
each event and during the lunch break of the
Official Elvis Insiders Conference.
To ensure everyone has a chance to obtain
all of our guest’s autographs, the following
guidelines have been put in place for all
autograph sessions in Elvis Lives:
• Each person is limited to one (1) autograph
per guest.
• Guests reserve the right to sign (or decline to
sign) whatever they feel is appropriate.
• Due to time constraints, guests are not allowed
to pose for individual pictures with fans. Please
do not ask the guest to pose with you.
• Autograph sessions are only open to those with
an all-access pass and ticket holders for the
event at which the guests appeared. You must
show your All-Access Pass or ticket at the door
of Elvis Lives for access.
• The autograph line will be cut off one hour
after the session has begun. Once the line has
been cut off, no one else will be able to enter
the line for autographs.
• Do not engage the guests in lengthy
conversations during an autograph session as a
courtesy to those behind you in line.
• Autograph lines may be terminated at any
point to keep events on schedule.
• Always be respectful of our guests. Those
exhibiting rude behavior will be asked to leave
the line and will not be admitted back in.
Anyone who violates the guidelines above may
be removed from the autograph line and banned
from all future autograph sessions.

Memphis
SerVIceS Graceland
rV Park &
campground
Attraction
Tickets
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Simon Cantlon is the creator, producer and director for the documentary film and book “The Motels
of Route 66.” With over 15 years of experience as a producer in the entertainment industry, he has
work on numerous projects for 19 Entertainment, Fox and Showtime Networks including the TV
shows “American Idol,” “So You Think You Can Dance,” “Tudor” and “Weeds.” In addition, he has also
worked with and represented many music artists including Annie Lennox, Heartbreak
Carrie Underwood,
Jordin
Hotel &
Memphis Graceland rV Park
Sparks, Johnny
Rotten
and
Daughtry,
as
well
as
international
icons
Elvis
Presley
and
Muhammad
Ali.
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August when the fans light candles in his memory.
Elvis is alive when someone who comes from
nothing makes themself into something, when
beamed out into the virtual landscape; accessible to
someone does something different, paves their own
anyone, anywhere, anytime. Just as teenagers once
way and leaves a legacy, whatever it may be. Beyond a
dropped a needle on their new Elvis LPs, new fans
doubt, it is true, Elvis is alive today.
discover his music everyday. They hear
“When I was a child,
that one-of-a-kind sound coming out
ladies and gentlemen, I was a
of their digital music players, view his
dreamer. I read comic books,
image up on their modern-day silver
and I was the hero of the comic
screens and see him swivel, shake, bop
book. I saw movies, and I was
and croon up on digital stages. There is
the hero in the movie. So every
no need for a comeback - he’s been here
dream I ever dreamed has
all along.
come true a hundred times.
Elvis is alive...alive as his voice
These gentlemen over there,
booms out of a satellite radio station,
these are the type who care,
alive when someone new hears his
are dedicated. You realize if it’s
songs and sings along, alive every time
not possible that they might be
a young singer emulates him and thinks
building the kingdom, its not
“I want what Elvis had.”
far-fetched from reality. I’d like
Simon Cantlon
Elvis is alive when his songs are part
to say that I learned very early in
of a personal music mix created for someone special,
life that: ‘Without a song the day would never end.
alive every time someone sees him move for the first
Without a song a man ain’t got a friend. Without a
time and dances their way across their bedroom.
song the road would never bend. Without a song...’
Elvis is alive when a person makes their first
So I keep singing a song. Good night. Thank you.” –
pilgrimage to Graceland, alive every time a new fan
Elvis Presley
club starts up, alive when a new tribute artist dons
-From his acceptance speech for the 1970 Ten
their Elvis look and walks out on the stage.
Outstanding Young Men of the Nation Award.
Elvis is alive every time someone new covers
Given at a ceremony on January 16, 1971. (Elvis quotes
one of his songs, alive when someone sees him up
from copyrighted material with lines from the song
on the cinema screen for the first time, alive every
“Without a Song.”)
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Thank you to our
Graceland and Elvis
Week Partners
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Ship Your Souvenirs With FedEx!
Wednesday, August 15, 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Thursday, August 16, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Located in the Graceland Ticket Pavilion near Guest Services

All Elvis
All The Time
®

Broadcasting LIVE
from Graceland
®

Get a FREE*
30-Day Online
Trial of SiriusXM
Credit card required.
See complete details at
siriusxm/30dayfreepass
Listen to Elvis Radio and over
130 other channels, including
commercial-free music plus sports,
talk, news and entertainment.
And now you can listen anywhere
with over 130 channels of SiriusXM
on your computer, smartphone
or tablet.†
†Certain channels not available on SiriusXM Internet Radio
or on mobile devices.

ONLY ON

*OFFER DETAILS: New SiriusXM Internet Radio subscribers only. Activate a SiriusXM Internet Radio recurring monthly plan and get the first 30 days free (a $14.49 value). A credit card is required. You must call during your 30-day trial to
avoid being charged. At 30-days you will automatically be subscribed to a monthly subscription plan and renewed and billed at then-current rates until you call us at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. See our Customer Agreement
for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. Taxes apply. All fees and programming subject to change. This offer cannot be combined with any other. Our satellite service available only to those at least 18 and older in the 48 contiguous
USA and DC. Our Sirius satellite service is also available in PR (with coverage limitations). Our Internet radio service is available throughout our satellite service area and in AK and HI. Certain channels are not available on our Internet radio
service or on mobile devices. © 2012 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. © EPE Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM Off. All other marks, channel names and logos are the property of their
respective owners. All rights reserved.
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THE BEST STEAKS IN THE CITY
... ANY CITY

TM

When it comes to great steaks, no one
comes close to Capriccio Grill Italian
Steakhouse at The Peabody.
Discover why Capriccio Grill is the premier
steakhouse – here or anywhere.
Call 901.529.4199 for reservations.

The Peabody Memphis

149 Union Avenue

Memphis, TN 38103

901.529.4199

PEABODYMEMPHIS.COM
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The Princess
of ROck ‘n’ Roll
MJ: We are sitting here in the home you grew up
in. There are so many iconic things about this place,
including the jungle room. What does the jungle room
mean to you?
LMP: When I was little, we used to have a big
screen television and one of those old-style
projectors, and I would watch a lot of TV in
there quite a bit. It was in front of the fountain
and I remember watching a lot of Sesame
Street in that room.
MJ: Who is your favorite character on Sesame
Street? Mine is Cookie Monster.
LMP: I love Cookie Monster but I also
liked Oscar. I liked that he could go away in
his trash can. I was fascinated by the trash can.
MJ: Last night you were at Sun Studio. I got
to watch you and the band perform a song from
your new album “Storm & Grace.” Do you want to
talk a little bit about performing at Sun, the same
way your father did half a century ago? Was that
sort of meaningful to you?
LMP: I was really moved when I was
there. I never got a chance to go over there
when I was in Memphis, so that was my first time at
Sun. To walk in and start singing in the room was
mind-blowing. You look around and see all these
incredible photos and all the history was amazing.
Everything happening in that room is exactly the
same. I turned around and the band was grinning
from ear to ear, everyone was just so excited and
blown away to be there.
MJ: Rock ‘n’ roll has done more out of Memphis to
shape pop culture than anywhere else. When you were
there last night, as you were singing, and when you were

writing the lyrics, it’s like you were channeling this. Did
you see yourself adding your name to that list of great
musicians through history?
LMP: I was so honored to be able to perform
at Sun. The room is really simple and it was really

old school to do the performance there. It was really
amazing to be able to experience that, the way that
it was done back then. To go into the control room
and listen to the song after; you are just blown away
by how it sounds.
MJ: I heard you talking last night about the cover
art of the album. That you had shot it in some woods close
by?
LMP: Yes, right over the white fence, right in
the woods. There is a little road behind Graceland.
MJ: Out of all the places in the world, why did you

CELEBRATE
CELEBRATEELVIS
ELVIS®WEEK
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WITHAWARD
AWARDWINNING
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Memphis Jones sat down in the TV room at Graceland for an
exclusive interview with the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll’s daughter, Lisa
Marie Presley, to talk about her new album, Graceland, Elvis Week
and what it all means to her.
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choose there?
LMP: Because I was never allowed to go over
there; it was always kind of forbidden. It was winter,
it was woods, it seemed like it went really well with
the whole body work of the album.
MJ: The main single, “You Ain’t Seen Nothing
Yet” – what is that statement? How is that going to
reach the public that does not know you that well yet?
LMP: I don’t know, but you make your
own story when you hear the song, regardless of
whom I am and that’s really important to me.
That’s kind of what I do; I try to reach people
and that’s all I can hope for. When I am writing,
I take my perspective and labor over lyrics for
hours and hours, and try to make it universal for
everyone, so everyone can feel it because that’s
important about music.
MJ: Why do you write? You said, when you were
a kid you would write. Do you consider yourself a
songwriter?
LMP: I don’t know. I think it’s sort of a
therapeutic thing for me. I would like to, that’s
what I do, and that’s what I’m proud of.
MJ: Your mom said in an interview that you were
born to do this. Do you feel like this is the album you
were born to make?
LMP: I think so. I had to go through a
process to get here. For the other two records
I was trying to find my way. It’s like being in a
closet trying a lot of different clothes and then
you put on the right outfit. So I feel like this is
the right outfit.
To watch her complete interview, visit Elvis.com.

A Tradition of Giving
and operational costs of Presley Place,
The Elvis Presley Charitable
a place to house and support families
Foundation (EPCF) was formed
who find themselves without a home,
by Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. in
and the Elvis Presley Music Room,
1984 to continue Elvis’ own tradition
where the youngsters of Presley Place
of generosity and community service
and other Estival properties may
and to honor his memory. 100%
enjoy access to musical instruments
of the funds raised are used for
and instruction and participate
charitable donations, with nothing
in special related
deducted for
programs.
staffing or any
The EPCF
other costs of
created the Elvis
operating the
Presley Endowed
foundation.
Scholarship Fund
The
at the College of
Elvis Presley
Communication
Charitable
& Fine Arts at
Foundation
the University of
receives a
Memphis to assist
portion of the
students majoring
overall business
in areas that relate
income of
to Elvis’ own career:
Graceland/
music, film, television,
Elvis Presley
Elvis is photographed helping
theater, etc. The
Enterprises,
promote polio vaccinations for the
EPCF also has a longwith additional
March of Dimes
standing relationship
funding from
with one of Elvis’
the company’s
favorite charities, St. Jude Children’s
royalties on specially-licensed
Research Hospital, and supports them
products and from special benefit
in their mission of finding a cure for
events. A meaningful amount of
childhood cancers and other deadly
the EPCF’s funding also comes
diseases.
from donations made by Elvis fan
You can find more about the
clubs and individual Elvis fans and
Elvis Presley Charitable Foundation
admirers from around the world.
at Elvis.com.
The EPCF funded the building
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HAS ENTERED THE BUILDING!

Looking at a career that had more artistic and
commercial triumphs than most in the 20th century,
one could be forgiven for thinking that Elvis’ run of
four shows at Madison Square Garden on June 9-11,
1972 was just another one of these big events. But for
Elvis, it wasn’t. Back in February, in his Las Vegas hotel
suite, he took his friend, singer Tom Jones to one
side, and shared his concerns. Elvis’ main anxiety
stemmed from his legendary appearance on The Milton
Berle Show on June 6, 1956 that was deemed
‘scandalous’ by most of the media who voiced outrage
over his vulgar gyrating performances. The New York
media was definitely in the forefront of these attacks.

However, Any reticence Elvis had would soon be ruled
out as he became the first artist ever to sell-out four
shows at the 20,000-seat arena.
Elvis had never played in NYC before, except
for television appearances on the Dorsey Brothers’
Stage Show, The Steve Allen Show and Ed Sullivan’s
Toast Of The Town. The stars of the day flocked to see
him. George Harrison meets Elvis backstage; John
Lennon and Paul Simon are rumored to be there,
a young Bruce Springsteen, Art Garfunkel and
David Bowie are all in attendance. But for the sold-out
Garden, there is only one star that matters. Most fans
have been waiting a lifetime to see their Elvis, and,
as he enters from stage right, he is greeted with an
explosive roar that has been held in check from
1956 until his New York debut.
On June 9, A press conference was held at the
New York Hilton at 4 p.m. In eager anticipation,
photographers, TV crews and newspaper men filled
the room. Dressed in a stunning blue outfit and gold
belt, Elvis entered the room flanked by his father
Vernon and manager Colonel Tom Parker. He
opened by stating: “I plead innocent of all charges,”
setting a humorous and disarming tone during the
20-minute encounter. With boyish charm, he made
fun of his past, saying how tame he was compared
to present-day performers. With sincerity, he avoided
questions of a controversial or political nature by
stating: “I’m just an entertainer.” The press and critics
were ecstatic: LIKE A PRINCE FROM ANOTHER
PLANET screamed the The New York Times headline,
complete with rave reviews, following Elvis’ four sold-out
shows. Elvis had FINALLY made it to New York, he
conquered NYC and proved beyond doubt that he was
truly THE KING OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL!

Q. Mr. Presley, why have you outlasted
your competition?
A. I take a lot a vitamin E.
No, actually, honey, I suppose
I’ve just been very fortunate.
Q. Elvis, we are told that deep down
you’re really very shy and humble.
A. What do you mean shy?
I’m wearing this gold belt!
Q. You used to be criticized so much
for your long hair and gyrations
and you seem so modest now.
A. Man, I was tame compared to what
they do now. Are you kidding?
I didn’t do anything but just jiggle.
Q. Elvis, are you satisfied with
your image?
A. Well, the image is one thing.
It’s very hard to live up to an image.

Prince From Another Planet

Elvis As Recorded At Madison Square Garden / 40th Anniversary Edition
Elvis Presley’s ONLY NYC concert appearances
now in a 3-disc DELUXE set!
• 2 CDs + 1 DVD
• Includes both June 10 afternoon and evening shows
NEWLY REMIXED by Michael H. Brauer
• 40-minute DVD includes key footage from
historic MSG Press Conference PLUS previously
unseen live performance footage
• 48-page book features brand new essay by
Lenny Kaye, historic articles & clippings
plus many never-before-seen photos
In stores October 2012
Pre-order now at
C 2012 RCA Records, a division of Sony Music Entertainment. R
Marca(s) Registrada(s) RCA Trademark Management. “Legacy” and
Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Marca Registrada. Elvis and Elvis Presley are
trademarks of Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc.
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Walking
Among Giants

You can join in the Elvis fan fun by
submitting a picture of yourself showing off
your official Elvis fan t-shirt to be included
in a special fan photo gallery on Elvis.com.
Upload a creative photo showing off
your Elvis fan tee via Instagram, include
#ElvisFan, and be included in our Wear and
Share Gallery on Elvis.com! If you don’t
have Instagram, just email your photo to
marketing@elvis.com to be included.

A

C O l l E C T i O n

Dale Pearce

Photographer:

Wear & Share
Your Elvis
Fan T-shirt

From Mississippi to Music City, Bobby Wood
has traveled every road. With music as a family
heritage, Bobby knew at a very early age that he was
destined for something very special - something
that would tap into his musical gifts. But he didn’t
know how difficult it would be to reach that
destination.
Drugs and loss of focus and faith took Bobby
in a direction he never dreamed that he would take.
But his faith also brought him back to his place as a
Christian and as an artist.
Bobby
Wood
has been
“Walking
Among
Giants” in
the music
industry for
50 years. His
compelling
story is rags to
riches, dreams
Bobby Wood
to realities,
and how true
faith in God provides the greatest riches of all.
You can hear Bobby perform at The Memphis
Boys Salute on Tuesday, August 14 at 7:00 p.m. at
the Elvis Week Main Stage. His book, “Walking
with Giants” is available in the shops at Graceland.
Bobby will be autographing his book on Monday,
August 13 from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. at Good
Rockin’ Record Shop, Graceland Plaza.

O f

E l v i s

f A n s

The Elvis
35th Anniversary
Fan Mosaic
®

Thousands of fans from around the world submitted their photos for
inclusion in this fabulous work of art.

ed
Limittities
Quan

ER
ORDAY!
TOD

The 24”x 30” full-color commemorative print—printed on 100 lb. stock—
is a special addition to any Elvis collection.
Own the memory today for only $19.95, plus shipping and handling.

Order online at www.FanMosaics.com/Elvis
© EPE. Reg. US Pat & TM Off.
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What’s New at Graceland
While at Graceland for Elvis
Week, be sure to check out the
newest additions to the tour and
attractions.

Elvis On Tour
At Graceland
Crossing, take
an in-depth
look at “Elvis
on Tour,”
the Golden
Globe awardwinning
documentary
about Elvis’
multicity tour in April of 1972. This
limited-time exhibit features artifacts
such as the producer’s Golden Globe
award, jewelry and stage clothing
worn by the king during the concerts,
rarely-seen photos, video and more.
ICON : The Influence of Elvis
Presley Presented by
Curated by the Graceland archives
team in partnership with the Rock

and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum,
this groundbreaking exhibit features
75 artifacts on loan from the famed
Cleveland museum, along with items
from the collections of many of
today’s biggest names in music who
have been influenced by the King of
Rock ‘n’ Roll. The exhibit celebrates
Elvis’ status as a music pioneer and
icon that paved the way for many of
today’s artists and celebrities.
Elvis...Through His
Daughter’s Eyes
Born in 1968, Lisa Marie Presley
became the center of Elvis’ world.
“Elvis... Through His Daughter’s
Eyes” looks at Lisa Marie’s experience
of growing up with a famous father
and features 200 items assembled
by Lisa Marie and the Graceland
Archives team. Home movies, toys
and rarely-seen family mementos are
among the many items that are on
display. This exhibit is included only
as part of the Graceland VIP Tour.

www.tupeloelvisfestival.com

Be Sure To Visit Our Plaza Restaurants
For All of Your Dining Needs

Now Serving Chicken
Tenders and Southern
Barbeque with all
the fixin’s!

Save The Date for
Upcoming Graceland Events
Be sure to add the following Graceland events to your calendar so you
don’t miss them! Visit Elvis.com to get the latest news on these and other
special happenings at Graceland.

Now Serving Fresh Made
Fudge and Fresh Baked
Waffle Cones!

Now Serving the Best
Burgers in Memphis,
Peanut Butter & Banana
Sandwiches and More!

ACROSS FROM GRACELAND!
Experience Elvis! FREE Deluxe continental
breakfast, FREE in-room Elvis movies, refrigerator,
microwave and coffee maker in every room.
Kids love our heart-shaped pool! For reservations
call 1-877-777-0606 or visit www.elvis.com
Ask about our themed suites and special packages!

Home School Day at Graceland • September 28, 2012, 8:00 a.m.

Graceland Christmas Lighting Ceremony • November 16, 2012, 6:00 p.m.
Christmas at Graceland • November 16, 2012 – January 9, 2013
Elvis Birthday Celebration 2013 • January 5 – January 8, 2013
Scouts Rock at Graceland • March 23, 2013

Elvis Week 2013 • August 10 – August 18, 2013

3677 Elvis Presley Boulevard.

Memphis,TN 38116

©EPE, Inc. Reg. US Pat. & TM Off. Elvis,Elvis Presley,Graceland & Heartbreak Hotel are trademarks of EPE
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The king returns home to Memphis for this spectacular one-night only concert event
which features members of Elvis’ original bands and back-up vocalists live on stage
as the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll performs larger than life via state-of-the-art technology.
The concert will celebrate his iconic performances which span multiple music genres
including rockabilly, gospel, blues, country, and of course, rock ‘n’ roll.

Featured performers include:
• Joe Guercio
• TCB Band Members
• DJ Fontana
• Norbert Putnam
• The Sweet Inspirations
• Former members of JD Sumner
and The Stamps Quartet
• Former members of The Imperials
• Former members of The Dempseys
• Special Guest Musicians Andy Childs,
Terry Mike Jeffrey, Paul Leim and Ron Feuer
• Members of the Memphis Symphony Orchestra

TickeTs
available aT

Ticketmaster.com
800-745-3000
All Ticketmaster Outlets
FedExForum Box Office

© E P E U S Pat. & t M O f f.

Stay Connected with Elvis
@Official_Elvis_Presley
on Instagram
Use Instagram’s cool new filters to
transform your Elvis photo into a
vintage piece of art. Tag your photos
#ElvisWeek and share on Twitter
and Facebook.

Elvis.com/ElvisWeekApp
Download the FREE Elvis
Week 2012 app and keep
up with Elvis Week events,
performances, featured guests,
and more. Available via
iTunes App Store and
Android Market.

Elvis.com/GetGlue
Check-in to Elvis movies, music,
books, and other forms of media
all year round for exclusive stickers.
Also, look for exclusive stickers
during Elvis Week.

Tumblr.com/blog/
officialelvispresley
Elvis fans now have access to photos,
videos and other exclusive artifacts by
following Elvis on Tumblr. Plus, enjoy
a special blog exclusively available
during Elvis Week.

Facebook.com/Elvis
Connect with over six million Elvis
fans and share your photos and video
from this year’s 35th celebration.
Twitter.com/ElvisPresley
Follow Elvis on Twitter and get daily
updates about Elvis Week events,
performances and featured guests here
at Graceland! Don’t forget to use your
#ElvisWeek on your tweets.
Pinterest.com/elvis_presley
Pin your favorite Elvis photos and
videos on Pinterest and create your
own art project featuring the king.

Elvis.com/ElvisApps
Get the FREE Elvis
mobile app available
for iPhone, iPad,
iPod Touch and
Android users at the
iTunes App Store
and Android Market.

Elvis on Google+
+1 Elvis on Google+ and see rare
photos and video from Graceland and
Elvis events.

YouTube.com/Elvis
Enjoy videos of events held at
Graceland and exclusive interviews
with family, friends and fans of Elvis.

Want to see your Elvis Week photos on Elvis.com? Take your photos with the Instagram App and tag them with #ElvisWeek.
#ElvisWeek | elvis.com
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Elvis Week 2012 Schedule of Events
2012 Elvis Week
Event Hosts
Tom Brown

Special Guest Host for the
Elvis Week Main Stage
Tom Brown is the vice
president of original
productions for Turner
Classic Movies.

Joey Sulipeck

Host of the Ultimate ETA
Contest
Joey Sulipeck is Chief
Meteorologist with
FOX13.

Saturday, August 4
Elvis 7s Rugby Tournament

8:00 a.m. Rugby Fields, USA Stadium, 4351 Babe
Howard Avenue, Millington. This is an Elvisthemed rugby tournament that has been taking place
in Memphis since 1987. The tournament will have
between 12-24 teams from all over the country
participating, as they battle it out for the “Hound
Dog Championship.”

“Elvis On Tour” at Levitt Shell

Begins at Dusk, August 4, 2012 - Levitt Shell,
516 Tennessee Street, Overton Park. Elvis Presley is
returning for an encore performance at the famous
Levitt Shell in Overton Park on Saturday, with a
showing of “Elvis On Tour,” the Golden Globe
award winning film that chronicles Presley’s
whirlwind 15-city, 15-night 1972 tour. Presented by
Indie Memphis and Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc.
as part of the Concert Film Series, the showing of
“Elvis On Tour” is free to the public and will begin
at dusk. Food and beverages will be available for
purchase and collectible Elvis prizes will be awarded
throughout the evening.

Friday, August 10
Memphis Celebrates the King Music Fest

10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Daylong event featuring performances
by local musicians celebrating Elvis. Free to the
public but donations will be accepted for the
Memphis Music Foundation.

Meet Up at Marlowe’s

12:00 p.m. Marlowe’s Ribs & Restaurant, 4381
Elvis Presley Blvd. Meet new Elvis friends at a fun
event for fans. This is a ticketed event with reserved
seating. Profits benefit the Spay and Neuter Clinic of
Memphis and will be placed in Elvis Presley’s name.
Advanced reservations only.

Elvis Night at the
Memphis Redbirds

Celebration starts at 5:00
p.m. Game at 7:05 p.m.
Autozone Park, South 3rd
Street. Kick-off Elvis
Week with a block party in
downtown Memphis and an Elvis-themed Memphis
Redbirds baseball game. Prior to the game, fans can
enjoy live bands, fun giveaways, displays from many
local music attractions, classic cars and special
appearance by the Budweiser Clydesdales. The first
5,000 fans to enter the park will receive a
commemorative, limited-edition Elvis bobble head.
For general ticket information, call 901-721-6000 or
visit MemphisRedbirds.com.

Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest – Round 1

Doors open at 9:00 p.m. Show at 10:00 p.m. Hard
Rock Cafe, 315 Beale Street. See some of the best
Elvis tribute artists in the world compete in the
“Last Chance” event. Tickets are $5.00 and are
available at TicketAlternative.com or at the door.

Saturday, August 11
Elvis Presley 5K
Run, Walk, Rock
& Roll

8:00 a.m. Starts
at the Gates of
Graceland. Join
thousands of Elvis
fans and runners for
this special 5K run/walk to benefit of Livitup,
Inc. After the race, join Livitup, Inc. across from
the mansion at Elvis Presley Park on Craft Road
for a party under the tent. For more information,
visit ElvisPresleyRunAndWalk.com or call
901-316-0377.

Conversations on Elvis - Elvis & Gospel

10:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Hosted by Tom Brown, this event will explore
Elvis’ love of gospel music and his spiritual side.
Special guests include: Joe Moscheo and Terry
Blackwood of Elvis’ Imperials; Bill Baize and
Donnie Sumner who performed with Elvis as part
of the J.D. Sumner & The Stamps Quartet; and
Charley and Rex Humbard, Jr., the sons of Rex
Humbard - a minister who Elvis admired and
considered a close friend. Tickets are $20 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.
Autograph Session with Elvis & Gospel guests to follow in Elvis
Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and guidelines.

Elvis Songwriters Showcase

2:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. This
exciting, new event will be a blend of storytelling
and music with songwriters that gave us some of
Elvis’ most well-known songs. Joining musician
Andy Childs will be Dickey Lee who wrote “She
Thinks I Still Care,” Mike Stoller of the
songwriting team Leiber and Stoller, who wrote
songs such as “Hound Dog,” “Loving You,” and
“Jailhouse Rock” and Mark James, who wrote songs
such as “Suspicious Minds” among many others.
Tickets are $25 and available by calling Graceland at
800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com
or at Graceland Guest Services.
Autograph Session with Elvis Songwriters Showcase guests to
follow in Elvis Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and
guidelines.

Elvis Week Kick-Off Concert
with Andy Childs & Band

8:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Kickoff Elvis Week at Graceland with an exciting concert
event featuring Andy Childs and his band
performing Elvis music. Opening the show will be
Brad Birkedahl and his band. Tickets are $30 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.

Sunday, August 12
Southern Gospel Celebration

9:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Enjoy a celebration of the gospel music that Elvis
loved with some of the singers who performed as
part of Elvis’ Imperials. Joe Moscheo and Terry
Blackwood, who both performed with Elvis on
stage, along with group members Royce Taylor
and Darrell Toney, will perform many of the
hits Elvis loved. Tickets are $30 and available
by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.

Conversations on Elvis - Elvis in the Movies
1:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Hosted by Tom Brown, this event will celebrate
Elvis’ movies with special co-star guests. Special
guests include Mary Ann Mobley, Elvis’ co-star in
“Harum Scarum” and “Girl Happy”; Jan Shepard,
who appeared with Elvis in both “King Creole”
and “Paradise, Hawaiian Style”; and Chris Noel,
who starred with Elvis in “Girl Happy.” Tickets
are $20 and available by calling Graceland at 800238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or
at Graceland Guest Services.

Autograph Session with Elvis in the Movies guests to follow in
Elvis Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and guidelines.

Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest – Round 2

Doors open at 5:00 p.m. Show at 6:00 p.m. Hard
Rock Cafe, 315 Beale Street. See some of the best
Elvis tribute artists in the world compete in the
“Last Chance” event. Tickets are $5.00 and are
available at TicketAlternative.com or door of event.

Celebrate The King

8:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Enjoy
a special concert event featuring some of the winners
of the Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest.
Featured performers are Brandon Bennett (2008
winner), Bill Cherry (2009 winner) and Justin
Shandor (2010 winner). All will be backed by the
Change of Habit Band. Tickets are $30 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Sevices.

“Jailhouse Rock” and “Viva Las Vegas”
Double Feature

10:30 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Enjoy an Elvis double feature sponsored by Warner
Bros. with two of Elvis’ classic movies – “Jailhouse
Rock” and “Viva Las Vegas.” The event includes a
cash bar, prizes and lots of surprises. Tickets are $5
and available by calling Graceland at 800-2382000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at

Graceland Guest Services.

Monday, August 13
Elvis Insiders Conference

9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Break from
11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.. Hosted
by Tom Brown, this event will feature a full-day of
special programming including guests, videos and
more, all celebrating Elvis. Special guests include:
Jerry Schilling, Elvis’ former friend and bodyguard
who accompanied him to meet President Nixon;
Egil “Bud” Krogh, President Nixon’s former aide
who arranged Elvis’ meeting with Nixon in the
Oval Office; Tom Perryman, a DJ who booked
Elvis in east Texas as early as 1954 and in 1955, and
his wife Billie; Dixie Locke Emmons, who met
Elvis at church and dated him just as his career was
taking off; June Juanico, who dated Elvis from
1955 to 1957; Larry Geller, Elvis’ hairstylist and
close friend; DJ Fontana, Elvis’ drummer for 14
years; the Holladay Sisters – Ginger Holladay and
Mary Pederson, who sang on Elvis’ famous
Memphis sessions at American Sound in Memphis;
Wanda Jackson, Queen of Rockabilly who toured
with Elvis in 1955-1956; and Allyson Adams,
daughter of actor Nick Adams, whose father’s book
“The Rebel & The King.” Tickets are $35 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.

Autograph Session with Insiders Conference guests to follow in
Elvis Lives from 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. - 5:00
p.m. See page 4 for autograph details and guidelines.

Book Signing with Bobby Wood of The
Memphis Boys and Barbara Lowry
1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Good Rockin’ Record Shop,
Graceland Plaza. Meet Bobby Wood as he debuts his
book “WALKING AMONG GIANTS (From
Elvis To Garth).” Additional members of the
Memphis Boys (Reggie Young, Gene Chrisman and
Bobby Emmons) will also be available during the
second hour of the signing.

Graceland Trivia Tour

5:00 p.m. Event starts at Graceland Ticket Office.
Tour Graceland Mansion and the Elvis Automobile
Museum while simultaneously answering trivia
questions to which answers can be found on the
Graceland tour. Adult and junior version of the
trivia tour will be available. Prizes will be awarded
for both adult and junior versions. Tickets are $32
adult; $15 children 7-12; kids 6 and under are free.
Tickets available by calling Graceland at 800-2382000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at
Graceland Guest Services.

The Memphis Boys Note Dedication

5:00 p.m. Beale Street, downtown Memphis.
Ceremony for The Memphis Boys, who will be
honored with a Beale Street Blues Note. Free.

Hard Rock Last Chance Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest – Round 3

Doors open at 5:00 p.m. Show at 6:00 p.m. Hard
Rock Cafe, 315 Beale Street. See some of the best
Elvis tribute artists in the world compete in the
“Last Chance” event. Tickets are $5.00 and are
available at TicketAlternative.com or door of event.

Elvis Week Dance Party

8:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Hang out and enjoy a dance party with
SiriusXM DJ Argo playing your favorite Elvis
dance music. Tickets are $25 and available by
calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901-3323322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland Guest
Services.

Tuesday, August 14
Fan Club Presidents’ Event

10:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. This
event will feature a program that details updates and
special announcements from EPE, including the
latest from EPE media, marketing, licensing,
merchandise, archives and more. The event also will
feature a special guest segment with TCB Band
members, James Burton and Glen Hardin, plus
Elvis’ musical director and conductor from 1970 –
1977, Joe Guerico. Tickets are $15 and available by
calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322,
online at Elvis.com or at Graceland Guest Services.
Autograph Session with Fan Club Presidents’ Event guests to
follow in Elvis Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and
guidelines.

Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest
Showcase

1:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. See
semifinalists for the Ultimate ETA Contest
showcase their talents as they prepare for the
ultimate later in the week. Tickets are $20 and

available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.

George Klein’s Elvis Mafia Reunion

5:00 p.m. Alfred’s, 197 Beale Street. George Klein
hosts a reunion of people who were close to Elvis.
Lifelong friends and associates will reminisce, share
stories and answer questions. Event is $40.00 and
includes dinner and the show. All proceeds go to
Make-a-Wish and the EP Charity Dinner.
Reservations are accepted by calling Alfred’s
at (901) 525-3711.

The Memphis Boys Salute

7:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Enjoy
an incredible concert event featuring The Memphis
Boys with special guests Andy Childs and Terry
Mike Jeffrey. The Memphis Boys were the
legendary house band at the American Sound Studio
in Memphis, between 1967 until it’s closing in 1972.
Joining them will also be the Holladay Sisters –
Ginger Holladay and Mary Pederson – who sang on
Elvis’ famous Memphis sessions, and singersongwriter and recording artist Scat Springs, who
has recorded with such artists as Michael
McDonald, Faith Hill, Patty LaBelle and SheDaisy. This special concert event will feature many
of Elvis’ hits, as well as songs from the many other
stars they have performed behind for the past 40
years. Tickets are $30 and available by calling
Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online
at Elvis.com or at Graceland Guest Services.

“Love Me Tender” and “Clambake”

10:30 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Enjoy an Elvis double feature of some of Elvis’ classic
movies – “Love Me Tender” and “Clambake.” Event
includes a cash bar, prizes and lots of surprises.
Tickets are $5 and available by calling Graceland at
800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com
or at Graceland Guest Services.

Wednesday, August 15
Conversations on Elvis - Behind the Camera

10:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Hosted by Tom Brown, guests will hear from those
who photographed Elvis over the years and find out
more about thousands of photos of Elvis housed in
the Graceland archives. The event will also feature a
special appearance by Priscilla Presley who will
talk about her efforts to open Graceland to the
public 30 years ago among other featured topics.
Additional guests are Dave Darnell, who
photographed Elvis at the Ten Outstanding Young
Men Awards ceremony as well as around Memphis
as a staff photographer for The Commercial Appeal
newspaper; Alfred Wertheimer, freelance
photographer who was assigned to photograph Elvis
in 1956; Barbara Gray, who can be seen kissing Elvis
in one of Wertheimer’s famous photos; Angie
Marchese, Director of the Graceland Archives; and
Robert Dye, EPE Photography Manager, who
manage and care for the thousands of photos that are
part of the Graceland collection. Tickets are $20 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.
Autograph Session with Behind the Camera guests with exception
of Priscilla Presley to follow in Elvis Lives. See page 4 for
autograph details and guidelines.

Elvis Presley’s Aloha from Hawaii Free Party

1:00 – 2:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Free admission. Aloha. If you plan to
attend “Elvis Presley’s Aloha from Hawaii” 40th
Anniversary Celebration in January 2013 or would
like to hear more details about this fun experience
taking place in Honolulu, you’ll want to attend this
fun event. Hosted by Joey Sulipeck, you’ll want to
stop by to check out the hula dancer and get a free
“Elvis in Hawaii” cupcake (while they last). Mahalo!

Elvis and Friends Concert

3:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Join
us for a celebration of Elvis music during a special
afternoon concert event. The show will feature
Jamie Aaron Kelley and Brad Birkedahl
performing some of their favorite Elvis tunes.
Opening the show will be country music
entertainers Lori Anderson and Gavin Kelly along
with Jeff Wenberg and Deborah Allen. Tickets are
$20 and available by calling Graceland at 800-2382000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at
Graceland Guest Services.

Sony Awards Presentation

5:30 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Join
executives from Sony Music for this free event as
they present multiple awards for releases of Elvis’
music that have achieved gold, platinum or diamond
status based on RIAA record sales.

Candlelight Vigil

8:30 p.m. Gates of Graceland. Free admission. After
an opening ceremony at the gates of Graceland, fans

After August 9, all Elvis Week Main Stage tickets will only be available onsite at Graceland.
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are invited to walk up the driveway to Elvis’ gravesite and back down carrying a candle in quiet
remembrance. Gates remain open until all who wish
to participate in the procession have done so, which
typically takes to the early morning hours of August
16, the anniversary date of Elvis’ passing. Free
secured parking at the Graceland visitor center
complex after 6:00 p.m.
Elvis Week Main Stage All-access pass holders will have access to
the air-conditioned Main Stage tent from 7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Thursday, August 16
Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist
Contest
Meet ‘n’ Greet

10:00 a.m. - 12:00
noon. Memphis
Hard Rock Cafe,
315 Beale Street. Private event reserved for those
who have purchased VIP tickets for the Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist Contest. VIP tickets for the
Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest are SOLD
OUT. VIP Ticket purchasers must show ticket at
door for access.
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EP Party Jam Featuring Jamie Aaron Kelley,
with Brad Birkedahl and John McClure

10:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. A
unique jam show featuring Jamie Aaron Kelley,
with Brad Birkedahl and John McClure on guitar
and bass. The show will include a wide variety of
Elvis songs - studio, live, movie, home recordings
and more. Tickets are $20 and available by calling
Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online
at Elvis.com or at Graceland Guest Services.

George Klein’s Elvis Memorial Service

12:00 p.m. Main Theatre Building, University of
Memphis. Free admission. Annual event hosted by
George Klein, longtime friend of Elvis. Speakers
will include friends and family of Elvis and celebrity
guests. For more information, contact the U of M
Department of Communication at 901-678-2565.

On Stage with Terry Mike Jeffrey
and Andy Childs

1:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
On stage will feature acoustic sets with fan favorites
Andy Childs and Terry Mike Jeffrey, as they each
perform some of their favorite Elvis songs. The
event will also feature a special performance by
singer Jose Feliciano, who will be performing
songs off his new CD “The King.” Opening will
be Texas-bred songbirds Gladys and Maybelle.
Tickets are $20 and available by calling Graceland at
800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com
or at Graceland Guest Services.

Elvis 35th Anniversary Concert
Pre-Concert VIP Reception

D
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5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. FedExForum, downtown
Memphis. Private event reserved for those who
have purchased VIP tickets for the Elvis 35th
Anniversary Concert. This event is SOLD OUT.
VIP ticket purchasers must show ticket
at door for access.

Tupelore: “Tupelove” and “Favorite Son” at
the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art

7:00 p.m. Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, 1934
Poplar Avenue. The Brooks celebrates the life of
Elvis Presley with filmmaker, comic book artist, and
fellow-Tupeloean John Michael McCarthy.
McCarthy will screen and discuss “Tupelove,” a
fifteen-minute short exploring the boyhood mythos
of Elvis, which features little-known places in and
around Tupelo, Mississippi. Admission is $8.00;
$6.00 for Brooks members. For questions, call
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art at 901-544-6226.

Elvis 35th Anniversary
Concert

8:00 p.m. FedExForum,
downtown Memphis. Elvis
returns to Memphis for a
spectacular concert event
starring the real Elvis Presley
via video. See some of Elvis’
finest concert performances
projected on a large video screen, accompanied live on
stage by a cast of singers and musicians who worked
with him. All music heard in the concert production
is performed live except for Elvis’ voice. Special guests
include Priscilla Presley, Lisa Marie Presley, Joe
Guercio, TCB Band members James Burton and
Glen Hardin, DJ Fontana, Norbert Putnam, The
Sweet Inspirations: Estelle Brown, Portia Griffin &
Kelly Jones, former members of JD Sumner and The
Stamps Quartet: Bill Baize, Ed Hill, Larry Strickland
and Donnie Sumner, former members of The
Imperials: Joe Moscheo, Terry Blackwood, Armond
Morales and Jim Murray, former members of The
Dempseys: Brad Birkedahl and Joe Fick, special guest
musicians Paul Leim, Ron Feuer, Andy Childs and

Terry Mike Jeffrey, members of the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra, and Sound Fuzion from
University of Memphis. Tickets for the event are $95,
$85 and $65. The $300 and $105 tickets are SOLD
OUT. Tickets can be purchased online at
Ticketmaster.com, by calling Ticketmaster at 800745-3000, at any Ticketmaster outlet or at the
FedExForum box office.

Friday, August 17
Plastic Products Record Plant – Hub Of
Rock ‘n’ Roll Historic Marker Dedication

9:00 a.m. Plastic Products Record Plant, 1746
Chelsea Avenue (in North Memphis, just west of
McLean Avenue). Come and learn more about a key
part of the rock ‘n’ roll wave that swept America in
the 1950s. It was started by R.E. “Buster” Williams,
who opened Plastic Products in 1949. His company
quickly became a major producer of the 45-rpm
records that revolutionized the music industry and
filled jukeboxes and record collections across
America. FREE to attend.

Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest Semifinal
Round One

10:00 a.m. Cannon Center for the
Performing Arts, 255 North Main Street. See the
best tribute artists from around the world compete in
Round One of the Ultimate ETA Contest Semifinals.
During Round One, all semifinalists will sing one
song on stage in front of a panel of judges. The Elvis
tribute artists with the highest scores will proceed on
to Round Two later that evening. All Elvis tribute
artists will be backed up by the EAS Band. Seating
for this round is general admission. Two-day tickets
for the contest are $69 - and include one ticket to each
of three rounds of the contest. The $139 two-day VIP
ticket is SOLD OUT. A ticket to Round One ONLY
is also available for $10. Tickets can be purchased
online at Ticketmaster.com, by calling Ticketmaster
at 800-745-3000, at any Ticketmaster outlet or at the
Cannon Center box office.

Conversations on Elvis - Behind the Stage

1:30 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Hosted by Tom Brown, this event will explore what
went on behind the scenes of Elvis’ touring
productions with special guests who were there to
experience it. Special guests include: Sam
Thompson, Elvis’ friend who worked as a personal
bodyguard for him at home and on tour; Dick Grob,
who served for chief of security for Elvis; Charles
Stone, tour producer for Elvis throughout the 1970s;
Loanne Parker, who was hired in 1971 by RCA
Records Tours as the tour secretary for Elvis’ tour
and held that position throughout Elvis’ touring
years - she was also Colonel Parker’s companion and
confidant for over 25 years and they married in 1990;
and Tom Moffatt, a celebrated Hawaiian DJ who
brought Elvis to Hawaii and worked with him
through the ‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s. Tickets are $20 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.
Autograph Session with Behind the Stage guests to follow in
Elvis Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and
guidelines.

Sony Music Panel

4:30 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Find
out more about upcoming releases from John
Jackson, Vice President of A&R and Content
Development for Legacy Recordings, the catalog
division of Sony Music Entertainment, and Ernst
Jorgensen and Roger Semon, record producers for
Sony and the team responsible for the Follow That
Dream Record label. In anticipation of the upcoming
release of “Prince From Another Planet,” included
will be a screening of the never-before-seen footage
from Elvis’ performance in Madison Square Garden
in June 1972. The panel will also include more about
the “I am an Elvis Fan” release, upcoming FTD
projects and a chance to get answers to your questions
about Elvis’ music.

Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest Semifinal
Round Two

7:00 p.m. Cannon Center for the
Performing Arts, 255 North Main Street. Enjoy
hours of Elvis music and entertainment as the top
Elvis tribute artists from Round One, compete during
Round Two of the contest for their chance to advance
to the Final Round on Saturday, August 18. The top
Elvis tribute artists moving on to the Final Round
will be announced at the end of the competition. All
Elvis tribute artists will be backed up by the EAS
Band. Round Two will also feature a special
performance by the 2007 Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest winner Shawn Klush. Two-day
tickets for the contest are $69 - and include one ticket
to each of three rounds of the contest. The $139 twoday VIP ticket is sold out. A ticket to Round Two

ONLY is also available for $25. Tickets can be
purchased online at Ticketmaster.com, by calling
Ticketmaster at 800-745-3000, at any Ticketmaster
outlet or at the Cannon Center box office.

Elvis Luau Dance Party

10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Rock-a-hula at an Elvis luau-themed
dance party. Spend time with friends while you
dance to Elvis music played by SiriusXM DJ Argo.
Tickets are $25 and available by calling Graceland at
800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com
or at Graceland Guest Services.

Spirit of the King

11:00 p.m. Cannon Center for the Performing Arts,
255 North Main Street. This late night tribute and
concert features 2007 Ultimate ETA Contest winner
Shawn Klush and the 2012 Ultimate ETA Contest
winner Cody Slaughter. It will also pay tribute to
Elvis’ legendary performers for their contributions to
the legacy of Elvis’ music. Special guest appearances
include: Gordon Stoker, Ray Walker, Millie
Kirkham, and The Blackwood Quartet. For more
information, call 818-991-3892. Tickets can be
purchased online at Ticketmaster.com, by calling
Ticketmaster at 800-745-3000, at any Ticketmaster
outlet or at the Cannon Center box office.

Saturday, August 18
Morning Gospel Singin’ With First
Assembly of God Memphis

9:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland. Come
experience the gospel music of the First Assembly of
God Memphis, Elvis’ church during his early years
in Memphis. Performers to include Soul City, which
features members Bob Geabheart, Ben Kirk, Corey
Riggs and Dave Wootton. Tickets are $15 and
available by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or
901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland
Guest Services.

Conversations on Elvis - In the Studio

1:00 p.m. Elvis Week Main Stage, Graceland.
Hosted by Tom Brown, fans will hear what it was
like inside the recording studio with Elvis from
session musicians who were the sound behind the
king for many legendary recordings in the ‘60s
and ’70s. Special guests include Memphis Horns
member Wayne Jackson, plus David Briggs (piano),
Norbert Putnam (bass) and Chip Young (guitar).
Tickets are $20 and available by calling Graceland at
800-238-2000 or 901-332-3322, online at Elvis.com
or at Graceland Guest Services.
Autograph Session with In the Studio guests to follow in Elvis
Lives. See page 4 for autograph details and guidelines.

Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest Final Round

7:00 p.m. Cannon Center for the
Performing Arts, 255 North Main
Street. Enjoy a phenomenal show with the top Elvis
tribute artists from Round Two as they compete for
the title of Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist of 2012.
The excitement will build throughout the night as
the group is narrowed down to the top five, before
the ultimate winner of the contest is announced. All
Elvis tribute artists will be backed up by the EAS
Band. The Final Round will also feature a special
performance by 2011 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist
Contest winner Cody Slaughter. Two-day tickets
for the contest are $69 - and include one ticket to
each of three rounds of the contest. The $139 twoday VIP ticket is now SOLD OUT. A ticket to the
Final Round ONLY is also available for $49. Tickets
can be purchased online at Ticketmaster.com, by
calling Ticketmaster at 800-745-3000, at any
Ticketmaster outlet or at the Cannon Center
box office.

Elvis Week Farewell Dance Party Featuring
Terry Mike Jeffrey and Jamie Aaron Kelley
10:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Elvis Week Main Stage,
Graceland. Get together with friends and fellow
Elvis fans for one last fun event to end the week
and say farewell. This dance party will feature
Elvis dance music performed live with performers
Terry Mike Jeffrey, Jamie Aaron Kelley and special
guest Duke Mason. Tickets are $30 and available
by calling Graceland at 800-238-2000 or 901-3323322, online at Elvis.com or at Graceland Guest
Services.

Multiple Date Events
Free Entertainment Tent at Graceland Crossing
August 11 - 18. Continuous presentation of Elvis
music performed live by various singers and bands,
plus other activities. A schedule for the Elvis Week
entertainment tent will be available at the Elvis
Week information table upon arrival in Memphis.

Morning and Evening Walk-ups to
Meditation Garden

Elvis Week morning walk-ups will be from 7:30
a.m. - 8:30 a.m. on August 10-19. Morning walkups may not be available on August 16 due to the

Candlelight Vigil. Elvis Week evening walk-ups will
be from 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. on August 10-14 and
August 16-19. Evening walk-ups will not be
available the night of August 15 due to the
Candlelight Vigil.

Kids/Youth Karaoke

August 14 and August 18: 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Graceland Crossing. Children will receive prizes
for participating. Ages for karaoke are 17 and
below.

Children’s Activities

August 10 - 18: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Graceland
Ticket Pavilion. Children can enjoy arts and crafts
each day while learning about the history of the
King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.

Graceland Stable Tours

August 11-19. 11:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m., 1:00 p.m.
and 2:00 p.m. Visit with horses Max, Tucker,
Bandit, and Candy and see rare Elvis artifacts,
including home movie footage of Elvis on horseback.
Adults are $15; children 7-12 $8; children 6 & under
free. Purchase tickets day of
tour at Graceland Ticket Windows.

Meet ‘n’ Greet with Lowell Hays

August 10: 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. August 11: 3:00 - 5:00
p.m. August 16: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. August 17: 12:00
- 2:00 p.m. August 18: 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Gallery
Elvis, Graceland Plaza. Meet jeweler Lowell Hays,
the creator of Elvis’ famous TCB ring.
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Betty Harper
August 12 - 15: 12:00 - 5:00 p.m. Heartbreak
Hotel. Meet artist Betty Harper, view her broad
collection of original Elvis portraits that illustrate
the personal side of Elvis and take home some
great pieces of art.

Lowell Hays Trunk Show

August 12: 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. August 13: 12:00
- 2:00 p.m. August 14: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. August
15: 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Gallery Elvis, Graceland
Plaza. Meet jeweler Lowell Hays, the creator of
Elvis’ famous TCB ring. View both his fine and
fashion jewelry lines featuring items made from
the original molds of Elvis’ jewelry. Lowell will be
debuting several new items during this 35th
anniversary Elvis Week.
Meet ‘n’ Greet with Joe Petruccio
August 12: 4:00 - 9:00 p.m. August 13-15: 3:00
- 9:00 p.m. Everything Elvis, Graceland Crossing.
Meet artist Joe Petruccio, view his new fine art
pieces, and don’t miss out on Graceland exclusive
35th anniversary merchandise featuring his
artwork.

Meet ‘n’ Greet with Darwin Lamm

August 12 and 14: 12:00 - 5:00 p.m. at
Heartbreak Hotel. August 13: 4:00 p.m. - 6:00
p.m., August 15: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. and August 16:
2:00 - 4:00 pm at Good Rockin’ Record Shop,
Graceland Plaza. Meet Darwin Lamm, publisher
of “Elvis...The Magazine.” 35th Anniversary
issues of “Elvis...The Magazine” and other books
by Darwin will be available for purchase and for
him to autograph.

If I Can Dream International Art Exhibition
July 21 – September 16. Brooks Museum of Art,
1934 Poplar Avenue. Come and see the winning
pieces of artwork for the “If I Can Dream Art
Contest and Exhibition.” All original artwork in the
exhibition will inspired by the song “If I Can
Dream,” sang by Elvis during the closing of his 1968
NBC television special. Find out more about the
Brooks Museum of Art, including hours and
admission, by calling 901-544-6226.

Elvis is in the Building Photography Exhibition

June 23 – October 31. Brooks Museum of Art, 1934
Poplar Avenue. Consisting of early, yet iconic
photographs of Elvis Presley, the exhibition includes
an Ernest Withers photograph of Elvis and B.B.
King at the 1957 WDIA Goodwill Revue and a
1956 image of Elvis on his Harley-Davidson
motorcycle by Alfred Wertheimer. Find out more
about the Brooks Museum of Art, including hours
and admission, by calling 901-544-6226.
Ornament signing by Lisa Kelechava, Founder
and Designer Joy to the World Collectibles,
Inc. August 15: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. and
5:00 - 7:00 p.m. August 16: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00
p.m. and 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. Walk a Mile Gift
Shop, Graceland Plaza. Lisa will be on hand to
sign the Graceland Collection of handcrafted
ornaments, including the new Graceland 3D
ornament! All Joy To The World ornaments are
designed exclusively for Graceland.
*All events, guests, ticket prices and other information listed
below are subject to change at any time.

Got a question for an Elvis
Week guest? Tweet your
question using #EWGuest
during their event appearance.
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2012 Candlelight Vigil August 15-16, 2012

Important Information & Guidelines
Q. What about parking?
Around 6:00 p.m. on the evening of August
15, the Memphis Police will begin the
process of closing traffic on Elvis Presley
Boulevard from Bluebird Street to Craft
Road. It should be completely closed to
through traffic by 6:30 p.m. Securitypatrolled parking for the vigil will be
available FREE of charge beginning at
6:00 p.m. in the regular Graceland visitor
parking facility. Vehicles will be allowed to
pass through the police barricades to come
and go from the parking area all evening.
Q. When does the Candlelight Vigil begin?
How does it work?
The opening ceremony takes place at 8:30
p.m. on August 15, near the front gates of
the mansion property. Fans gather in the
street and in Graceland Plaza to see this.
There is a queue line in the street. At the
end of the ceremony, torches lit from the
eternal flame at Elvis’ grave are brought
down to the gate. The queue line starts to
move as fans walk through gates and light
their candles on the torches and then walk
single file up the driveway to the gravesite
in the Meditation Garden and back down.
To accommodate everyone who is in line,
the procession lasts into the morning of
August 16, the anniversary of Elvis’ passing.
Graceland staff members are positioned all
along the way to offer assistance. Near the
front gate, Elvis fan club leaders from all
over the world work in shifts to offer further
assistance. Although candle lighting for the
procession is from the torches, please do be
prepared to light your candle when asked to
do so for our traditional “sea of candles” shot
for the world news media at the start of the
opening ceremony.
Q. Any tips for my physical comfort?
It is August in Memphis. That usually
means heat and humidity. Please take
precautions. Any health problems are
sure to be aggravated by the climate, the
crowding of people, and the long periods of
standing. Many fans have learned to avoid
the discomfort of being in a tight crowd
for so long by first gathering with everyone
on the street for the opening ceremony,

History

then moving back to a comfortable spot
in the plaza, enjoying a gorgeous view of
the procession from there, then joining
the queue line some time later after the
crowd has thinned out. Restrooms are not
available on the mansion grounds during
the vigil. Restrooms are available in the
ticket pavilion, the restaurants, and other
Graceland Plaza buildings.
Q. What if I forgot to bring a candle?
Graceland provides free candles to those
who arrive at the vigil without their own.
These may be obtained at the guest services
desk in the ticket pavilion during the
afternoon or early evening of August 15
or at the barricaded area at the front gate
anytime during the vigil.
Q. Any special rules or guidelines?
Consideration - Please be considerate of
others and do not hold up the movement
or flow of the procession by lingering at the
grave site, stepping out of line to remain in
the garden, bunching up into groups, etc.
The idea is to have a continuous single-file
flow. Remember that however long you
might have waited, there are many more
behind you who have waited longer. Please
keep moving.
Lingering - If you would like to spend
more time in the Meditation Garden
during Elvis Week, please see the event
listings for the schedule of free walk-up
visit availability in the mornings and several
evenings of Elvis Week. You may linger in
the Meditation Garden at those times or
when you are on the regular Graceland tour.
Security - As a security precaution, no
bags (including camera bags, backpacks,
shopping bags, briefcases or luggage items)
will be allowed on the mansion property.
Any bags or packages that you have should
be returned to your car or your lodging
before entering the queue line for the
vigil. No one will be allowed through the
mansion gates with any of these items. Any
other items carried onto the property are
subject to search.
Cameras/AV - Still cameras with or
without flash may be used on the mansion
grounds; however, camera tripods, video
equipment, movie cameras, tape recorders,
music playing devices and radios are strictly

Within hours of the announcement of Elvis Presley’s
death on August 16, 1977, at age 42, thousands of fans
crowded the gate area in front of Graceland Mansion in an
expression of grief, shock, disbelief and love. Thousands upon
thousands of people all over the world felt as though they
had suddenly lost a close friend or member of the family.
Such was the relationship Elvis had with his audience.
On the first anniversary of Elvis’ passing a number of
fans gathered outside the gates with candles and spent an
evening talking and reminiscing. The next year there were
more. The Austin-based Elvis Country Fan Club organized
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prohibited.
No Food or Drinks - Food items, drink
cans, and glass containers are prohibited on
the mansion grounds. The Graceland/EPE
staff provides water at stations at the front
gate and mid-way up the mansion driveway.
Smoking - Smoking is not allowed
anywhere on the Graceland Mansion
property. In the interest of the health and
comfort of others, smokers on the street and
on the plaza property are encouraged to find
open, non-crowded areas to smoke.
Behavior – Boisterous or otherwise
disruptive behavior and loud noise are
prohibited on the mansion grounds. Those
who insist upon violating the rules or
behaving inappropriately will be escorted
from the mansion or plaza property.
Graceland Security and the Memphis
Police will deal with those issues if any arise.
Q. What if I brought flowers or a memorial?
You are welcome to bring single
flowers, small bouquets or other small
remembrances to place at the grave site
as you walk by in the procession or when
you tour Graceland or when you enjoy the
free walk-up visiting times. Larger floral
arrangements or memorial displays may
be taken to the front gate guard house any
time and Graceland staff will take care of
placement.
Q. What if I need medical help?
First aid will be available along the
procession and queue line as needed by
contacting any Graceland/EPE staff
member or a police officer for assistance.
Outside the mansion grounds there will be
two special first aid locations. One will be
in the specially marked area in front of the
mansion gates. The other will be located
directly across the street from the gate.
An EMT will be available to assist with
special needs and emergencies. Graceland
employees and the Memphis Police will be
available throughout the area.
Q. What about access for persons with
disabilities?
Graceland has wheelchairs available for
emergency use only. Those who have their
own wheelchairs or need information
about access arrangements for persons
with disabilities may inquire at the Guest

Services desk inside the ticket office
pavilion in the plaza.
Q. What’s up with all these reporters?
The Candlelight Vigil, particularly when on
a major anniversary, attracts extensive media
attention from around the world each
year. Television crews, photographers and
journalists will be allowed access to the vigil
on a restricted basis. Most of their activity
usually takes place during the first couple of
hours. Media are asked to take care of their
business in a quiet, respectful, expedient
fashion. The media will be allowed to
videotape and photograph in a specific area
at the edge of the garden and they will be
allowed to invite people to step away from
the line on the driveway for interviews.
They may also interview people on the
street or in the plaza. If you find any media
representative behaving improperly, please
notify the nearest Graceland employee, who
will either correct the problem or summon
a manager to do so. Please be mindful that
the media have their job to do and their
coverage of this and other Elvis Week
activities is important to the perpetuation
of the Elvis legacy. Also, for each one of you
who gets to be here for Elvis Week, there
are thousands more who wish they could
be here to participate. Access to media
coverage is their way of sharing the week
with you.
ElvisWeek.com Live VigilCast
EPE will provide a live feed of the two hours
of the Candlelight Vigil on ElvisWeek.com
for those around the world who are unable
to be in Memphis.
Elvis Radio/Sirius XM
Elvis Radio will have special live coverage
of the Candlelight Vigil, including pretaped interviews with friends and colleagues
of Elvis and live interviews with fans and
special guests.

All-Access Pass Holders

During the vigil, All-Access Pass
holders will have access to the Elvis
Week Main Stage pavilion from 7:00
p.m. – 11:00 p.m. During this time,
the tent will be air-conditioned and
beverages will be available for purchase.

an opening ceremony. Each year, more and more fans came
to Memphis that week for the candlelight tribute and
various other activities started getting organized. When
Graceland opened for public tours in the summer of 1982,
fans suggested to the management that the gates be open
during their candlelight tribute, allowing them to walk
single-file up the driveway to Elvis’ gravesite and back
down. The management agreed.

grown in its diversity of events. The solemn and beautiful
Candlelight Vigil continues to be the climactic event
of Elvis Week, which otherwise is a high-energy mix of
music, dance, sports, social and charitable events presented
by Graceland/EPE, Elvis fan clubs and many other
participating organizations. It all happens in an atmosphere
of international, multigenerational, multi-cultural
friendship and camaraderie.

Responding further to the growing influx of fans in
August, Graceland/Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. (EPE)
took the lead in organizing Elvis Week, which has

Elvis Week as a whole and the Candlelight Vigil in
particular have become a cultural phenomenon known all
over the world.
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BEFORE
ELVIS,
THERE WAS
NOTHING.
JOHN LENNON

A globally significant
exhibition exploring how
Elvis inspired the Beatles
OPEN NOW!
At The Beatles Story, Pier
Head, Liverpool, England
visit www.elvisandus.com
or call +44 (0)151 709 1963
ElvisandUs
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Elvis.com/FTD Features Audio
Samples, Photos, Video & More

Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. and Sony
Music have launched a new online database,
Elvis.com/FTD, that provides more detail and
information on all current and future Follow
That Dream releases. Follow
That Dream Records (FTD)
is a collectors record label for
Elvis music collectors who
are looking for something
beyond the traditional releases
of Elvis’ music that can be
found online and in stores each
year.
There are currently over 100
different Elvis FTD CDs, books
and LPs with many exciting
releases planned for the future.
The new online database
includes
each release, sorted by decade, along with detailed
information, track listings, audio samples and ,for
many, photos and video that support the release.
Elvis fans who enjoy sharing their love of the

king’s music with friends and family will appreciate
the database tools that allow them to share the
releases via Facebook, Google+,
Pinterest, Twitter and other social
networks.
The titles include a vast array of
Elvis music and material ranging
from multiple alternate takes made
during studio recording sessions,
previously unreleased concert
recordings (commonly referred to as soundboard
recordings), movie soundtracks with previously
unreleased songs and takes, deleted titles from the
regular Elvis catalog that are re-released exclusively
on FTD with bonus material, special rare photo
book/CD combinations and select titles
available on vinyl 33 rpm record
albums.
Several new releases have
been made available by FTD
this summer. Among those
are:
“A Boy from Tupelo
– The Complete 1953-55
Recordings” includes for the first
time in one collection every known
Elvis Presley Sun Studio master
and outtake, plus two private records
Elvis paid for with his own money, as well as
thrilling radio and concert performances from the
same time period. This 3-CD package features 10
previously-unreleased cuts and is accompanied by
a 512 page book with 200 rarely-and never-beforeseen photos. It thoughtfully details the birth of Elvis’

career through facts, anecdotes, documentation and
many rare photos.
Hot on the heels of “Welcome Home
Elvis” comes its sequel, which brings Elvis
from Memphis back to the movie making
business in Hollywood. This Flaming Star
production written by David English looks
at the actual production of “G.I. Blues.”
As with “Welcome Home Elvis,” the book
features an album – this time featuring the
newly found original mono LP master for “G.I.
Blues.” As with its predecessor, the book is filled to
the brim with great, rare and informative photos and
documents.
The new 5” digi pack release, “Elvis From
Hawaii to Las Vegas,” is a cassette recording of Elvis’
January 25 dress rehearsal for his January/February
1973 season at the Las Vegas Hilton.
The rough audio quality is more than
compensated for by the fascinating
insight into how Elvis worked in order
to create his shows. With little talk and
a lot of music, we are invited to a first row
presentation of what he had in mind, and
yet he decided to change the repertoire the
next day. Among the many songs is “Separate Ways,”
rehearsed with and without the orchestra - a song
that Elvis chose to never perform in public.
In the U.S., FTD releases are available online
through ShopElvis.com and at the shops at Elvis
Presley’s Graceland in Memphis. Internationally,
they are available through many Elvis fan club
presidents. Visit Elvis.com/FTD to check out the
new site or to order FTD releases.

Elvis Fans Worldwide Focus
Fundraising Efforts on USS
Arizona Memorial
Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. and
Pacific Historic Parks have announced
a joint effort to help raise funds for
the refurbishment of the USS Arizona
Memorial.
Dedicated on Memorial Day
1962, the structure is one of the
world’s foremost architectural icons
of remembrance and one that had
special significance for Elvis Presley.
On March 25, 1961, at Pearl Harbor’s
Bloch Arena, Presley performed a
benefit concert which raised over
$64,000 for the building of the
memorial.
Over the years, due to the natural
exposure to weather, salt water spray,
and foot traffic of more than 50
million visitors, the memorial is in
need of an extensive restoration.
The restoration project has been
designated the spotlight non-profit for
the Elvis Presley Fan Club Presidents’
Event on August 14, 2012, at 10:00
a.m. at the Elvis Week Main Stage.
Elvis fan club presidents, officers
and members who are gathered
from around the world for the 35th
anniversary celebration of his life
and legacy will hear more about the
memorial and refurbishment from
special guest, Brad Wallis, President
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and CEO of Pacific Historic Parks.
“We know, like Elvis, when his
fans visit the memorial, they find it
to be a moving experience that they
remember forever,” said Wallis. “We’re
so grateful to have this
opportunity to give
fans an update on the
refurbishment and the
recent addition of The
Pearl Harbor Visitor’s
Center and exhibition
space.”
Special events and
Elvis exhibits are also
being planned at The
Pearl Harbor Visitor
Center when Elvis fans
gather in Honolulu,
Elvis receiving an award in recognition of his efforts
Hawaii, on January 10
to help with the construction of the USS Arizona
– 15, 2013, to celebrate
Memorial in Hawaii, 1961.
the 40th anniversary of
“Aloha from Hawaii.”
temporary display about Elvis in the
In addition to a visit
exhibit galleries at The Pearl Harbor
to the memorial and access to the
Visitors Center.
existing exhibit spaces, on January
Still in the early stages of
12, 2013, guests will be able to view
planning is a benefit concert to be
a mini-documentary about Elvis and
held that evening at the visitor’s center
the 1961 Bloch Arena concert in
to which the public will be invited.
the education facility, enjoy a photo
“We know from his friends and
exhibit with rarely-seen photos of
family that the USS Arizona and the
Elvis in Hawaii and check out a new,

Elvis arriving in Hawaii,
March 25, 1961
1961 benefit concert were very
important to Elvis and were a big
part of his love of Hawaii,” said
Jack Soden, CEO of Elvis Presley
Enterprises, Inc. “Many of us, through
home movie footage, have witnessed
Elvis’ gratitude and support for the
memorial in later visits with his
friends and family and I know when
we visit in January, the USS Arizona
will be a special part of our experience
as well.”
As an additional way of raising
funds for the memorial refurbishment,
several items of limited-edition
Elvis Presley merchandise, which
commemorate the historic benefit
concert, will be made available for
purchase in the coming months.
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Available at Graceland® during Elvis Week with a gold
embossed commemorative label.
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well, it’s one for the money,
two for the show

elvis presley - fur coat

elvis presley - hat

elvis presley - belt

ultimate elvis “Last Chance” tribute artist contest
round 1

Aug. 10 at 10pm

round 2

round 3

Aug. 12 at 6pm

Aug. 13 at 6pm

Visit hardrock.com/memphis for more information.

memphis
®

315 beale st. • +1-901-529-0007
hardrock.com

facebook.com/hardrock

twitter.com/hardrock

©2012 Hard Rock International (USA), Inc. All rights reserved.
© Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. ELVIS, ULTIMATE ELVIS TRIBUTE ARTIST CONTEST and LOGO are trademarks of Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The First Vigil
I think everyone was happy to see
other fans to know that we weren’t
alone in how we felt.”
In 1978, a hundred or so fans,
including Starrett, returned to
Graceland to continue what they
hoped would turn into a small
tradition and a way of keeping Elvis’

Elvis Fan Gail Starrett in Las Vegas in
1972 and today
Have you ever wondered what
it was like to be at the very first
Candlelight Vigil? Elvis Week
pioneer Gail Starrett has lots of
stories and memories to share
about her experiences at the first
Candlelight Vigil and the early years
of Elvis Week.
As a young girl, Starrett saw
Elvis in concert 25 times, received
four of his scarves, kissed him on
stage twice and met him in person in
Memphis.
When the 18-year-old Elvis fan
heard the tragic news of his passing
in 1977, she knew she had to get to
Memphis. Starrett and her mother
drove through the night; a 10-hour
journey that led them to the front
gates of Graceland. There, among
other fans, she and her mother stood
in disbelief. As Starrett remembers
now, “there was sadness, however,

“

big windows that overlooked the
courtyard and pool, and all of the
windows were completely covered in
Elvis memorabilia. She remembers,
“you would just go from room to
room looking at Elvis stuff, buying
Elvis stuff and trading Elvis stuff!
Then we would all sit out by the

never imagined the Candlelight Vigil
growing into what it is today,” said
Starrett. “It’s a lot more organized
with many more planned activities.
Before, you never knew what was
going on until you got to Memphis
and back then, we found where to go
by word-of-mouth.”

I think everyone was happy
to see other fans to know that we
weren’t alone in how we felt.
legacy alive. That year, the Memphis
police and fire departments were
on strike and there was a curfew in
place, so the fans were not allowed to
gather at the gate after dark. Starrett
remembers that year they were
allowed in to spend the night on the
left side of the driveway as you enter
the gate.
By 1980, Elvis Country fan club
had a program developed and began
playing music during the Vigil.
One of Starrett’s favorite
memories is from a tradition
that began in 1978; the window
decorations at a local hotel at where
many of the Elvis fans stayed during
the early years. All of the rooms had

”

pool at night
Starrett, like
listening to his
many other fans who
music and just
have been coming
talking about
to Elvis Week since
Elvis until
the beginning, say
daylight!”
connecting with
Looking
their fellow Elvis
back at
fans as a major
the very
reason they return
beginning,
each year. Starrett
Starrett recalls
concludes, “I have
the handful
met some lifelong
Starrett in local Memphis newspaper
of people
friends because of
in 1977
who started
Elvis and I enjoy our
this tradition being afraid people
annual family gatherings!”
would stop coming after five or ten
Watch for Starrett online as she helps
years. But, as we know, more and
Memphis Jones co-host the Elvis Week
more people just kept coming. “We
daily updates on ElvisWeek.com.

• Ambulance, wheelchair, and ambulatory transportation
• Emergency and non-emergency care
• Special-event teams
emhcambulance.com

901-818-0911
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Elvis kinGMan™
acoustic Guitar
You can own a guitar just like the
one Elvis played in the ’67 movie
“Clambake” and used for promotional
pictures publicizing the movie “Double
Trouble.” Fender Acoustics proudly
presents the Elvis Kingman™
acoustic guitar— featuring
Fender’s famous mid-’60s
“Wildwood” finish with elegantly
striking color and detail.
From $599.00
Elvis 35tH annivErsary
liMitEd Edition ZiPPo
Zippo honors the life and legacy of Elvis with
this commemorative lighter limited to an edition
of only 3,500 pieces worldwide. Each Zippo is
consecutively numbered and comes packaged in a
black velour box with a Certificate of Authenticity.
Made in the USA. $50.00

Elvis BluE Hawaii wacky woBBlEr
This plastic bobble head of Elvis dressed in his famous outfit from Blue
Hawaii comes complete with a ukelele. (3” x 3” x 7”) $14.99

rockaHula
Bradford’s Precious Moments welcomes
one of the most influential performers of
the 20th Century to their 2012 lineup!
Introducing The King of Rock in a new
series of nostalgic porcelain bisque
figurines – each one destined to bring
back memories and make new ones
for every Elvis® enthusiast.
Available at BradfordExchange.com.

Elvis sun rEcords
rEPEatEd 2.5”
Guitar straP
This decorative guitar strap
measures 51.5” long and 2.5” wide
at its widest point. $24.99

Mr. Potato HEad aloHa
triButE to Elvis
The Elvis tribute continues with Mr. Potato
Head Aloha from Hawaii Special Edition!
Dressed in the classic Hawaiian shirt
and lei, Mr. Potato Head, like Elvis, is all
charisma and charm. This collectible toy
includes eight mix and match pieces,
including a microphone and stand.

$19.99

$45.00
Elvis Pink caddy
sEatBElt PursEs
Inspired by Elvis’ 1955 Pink Cadillac™, this bright pink collection includes
three different styles with special black Harveys monogrammed lining
including white Elvis silhouettes. $220.00

lansky Bros. ExclusivE
Take a walk on the WILD side with the Leopard Jungle
Room Shoe made exclusively for Lansky Bros. by Hush
Puppies. Pair with the matching belt and you’ve got
yourself a rockin’ outfit from Lansky Bros.!

ShoeS-$160.00 Sizes 7.5-13
Belt-$75.00 Sizes 32-44
Available at Lansky At The Peabody Memphis
or online at www.LanskyBros.com.

ELVIS IN VIDEO, MUSIC & PRINT
GraPHic Elvis liMitEd Edition
collEctor’s HardcovEr Book
The King of Rock ‘n’ Roll’s love of superheroes and comic
books is being explored in Graphic Elvis, a unique illustrated
anthology of original artwork inspired by the music and
personal writings of Elvis! $195.00

FErrari dino 308 Gt4 By MattEl
ElitE - ownEd By Elvis PrEslEy®
Elvis was a cultural icon and one of the most popular
American singers of the 20th century. In October 1976, the
“King of Rock and Roll”® added
a black Dino 308 GT4 to his
huge collection of super cars. A
great die-cast model for a worldrenowned artist! Mattel Elite,
1:18 Scale $98.95

$50.00
Elvis PrEslEy
tHE kinG
Super Soft Yellow Men’s Tee.

i aM an Elvis
Fan is the latest music
release from Elvis Presley
and includes 21 classics
from the king as selected
by the fans and a 12-page
booklet with liner notes
and career-spanning
photos. $11.99

$19.99
Elvis
PrEslEy
wEstErn
iMaGEs
White Men’s Tee.
Available at
zionrootswear.com.

Elvis aloHa FroM Hawaii
dEluxE Edition dvd
The 40th anniversary of Elvis Presley’s landmark
television event “Aloha from Hawaii” will be celebrated
in Honolulu, Hawaii, Thursday, January 10 – Tuesday,
January 15, 2013, and fans can celebrate at home with
the collectors DVD set containing hours of bonus footage
from the 1973 television special. $39.99

$18.99
Elvis JailHousE JoHnny
Musical PlusH
Dressed head to tail in cell block attire, this
cuddly raccoon sways to the beat and moves
his lips to Elvis’ 1957 hit song “Jailhouse
Rock.” 3 “AA” batteries required and included.
Ages 3+ (12”) $29.99
sinG-a-lonG karaokE
MicroPHonE, GlassEs
& Hat
Sing with Elvis as his backup singer or solo
with his band. The karaoke microphone
projects your voice and allows you to become
an instant celebrity. A Santa hat and Elvis
glasses complete the look. Songs include:
“Jailhouse Rock,” “Winter Wonderland”
and “Blue Christmas.” Available at Walmart.

$17.50
unless otherwise noted, products pictured in the 2012 Elvis Gift Guide are available on shopelvis.com.
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Elvis rEMEMBErEd: 1935-1977
This deluxe boxset contains more than 150 color and black
and white photographs from the Graceland archives. With 30
items of replicated memorabilia including personal letters,
telegrams, publicity material and a DVD of superb home
movie footage, this is the ultimate collectors item for every
Elvis fan! Available on Amazon.com. $54.46
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toMMy
HilFiGEr
Elvis tEE
Iconic Elvis image
on a heather grey
tee. Available for
men and women
at Tommy.com and
Tommy Hilfiger
Stores.

One-of-a-kind vacation package includes:
• Six days and five nights at the Hilton Hawaiian Village
Waikı̄kı̄ Beach Resort
• VIP transportation and airport greeting with fresh flower lei
• Live concerts, dance parties and panel discussions
• Breakfast on the Great Lawn
• Tour of many of the Hawaiian locations important to Elvis

• Special experience at the USS Arizona, a memorial for which Elvis had great passion
• Gospel concert featuring former members of J. D. Sumner and The Stamps
• Historic “Aloha from Hawaii” Movie Screening at the Neal S. Blaisdell Arena
• Elvis-themed pool parties, autograph sessions and a lot of fun surprises!

For more information, visit Elvis.com/Aloha.
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Elvis and Hawaii: A Love Story
were six in all---to prominent
and worthy local charities, he
By Jerry Hopkins
won Hawaii’s hearts and minds.
At the same time, his three
It’s now been 40 years since Elvis made his last
pretty-as-a-postcard movies
public appearance in Hawaii and during that time,
boosted the state’s early tourism.
hundreds of other stars have walked many of the
(Some of his most popular songs
same beaches, trying to make dreams come true.
ins,
Jerry Hopk
came from those movies-Hundreds of them produced
author
-“Blue
movies and television shows or
Hawaii” and
appeared in concert.
“Can’t Help
More came to get
Falling in Love [With You]”
married or on honeymoon
among them.) In return, the
or holiday. I once made up a
people of Hawaii, in typical
list of more than 50 A-List
island style, didn’t bother him
celebrities who owned
when he visited on holiday.
homes in the islands, many
“These islands have always
of them fulltime residents
been a godsend for celebrities,
or at least as fulltime as a
because people here respect
career allowed.
their privacy,” said Tom Moffatt,
Yet, of all the foreign
the radio personality and concert
personalities who came to
promoter closest to Elvis. “Once
the islands, Elvis Presley
away from the tourist areas, Elvis
offered one of the most
could relax and go to the beach
enduring. His love affair
just like everyone else.”
with Hawaii, and its
The first of the benefits came
romance with him, likely
about when it was reported that
will never be matched.
funds were needed to build a
For three decades---the
memorial to the men who died
1950s, the 1960s, and the
during Japan’s attack on Pearl
1970s---Elvis appeared
Promotional ph
otograph of Elv
Harbor.
Elvis’ manager had
in Hawaii, either in
is
us
ed
fo
r
“B
lue Hawaii.”
promised Hawai’i a concert after
concert or in films, a
the singer finished his own military
record that no other nonservice and when The Navy’s Bloch
Hawaiian performer has matched or likely ever will.
Arena was made available and other expenses were
Elvis was a welcome caller, a generous guest. By
covered, The Colonel announced even he and Elvis
giving all proceeds from two of his concerts---there

Guest EditorIAL

would pay an admission fee. More than $50,000
was raised---big money in those days---and the
concert was credited with helping revive national
public sentiment for the project, prompting larger
sums from state and national treasuries that led to its
completion.
Cont’d... page 23

Blue Hawaii
Time?
The Blue Hawaii was
invented in 1957 by Harry Yee,
legendary head bartender of the Hilton
Hawaiian Village in Waikiki, Hawaii, when a sales
representative of Dutch distiller Bols asked him
to design a drink that featured their blue color of
Curaçao liqueur. After experimenting with several
variations, he settled on a version somewhat different
than the most popular version today, but with the
signature blue color, pineapple wedge, and cocktail
umbrella.
The name “Blue Hawaii” comes from the film’s title
song, a hit composed by Leo Robin for the 1937
Bing Crosby film “Waikiki Wedding.” It was Yee who
named the drink; which, along with the many other
tropical drinks he invented, the Hawaiian films and
songs of Elvis, and tiki bars such as Trader Vic, did
much to popularize a faux Hawaiian tiki culture, both
in Hawaii itself and on the Mainland at time when it
was thought Hawaii was only a place for the rich.
Now you can plan to toast Harry Yee as you enjoy
your Blue Hawaii at the Hilton Hawaiian Village in
January 2013 at the 40th Anniversary Celebration of
“Aloha from Hawaii.”
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the search for the

Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist
A record number of contestants will be competing this year as part of the sixth annual
search for the ultimate Elvis tribute artist. Twenty-nine contestants chosen at licensed
preliminary venues around the world will compete at the semifinal rounds and final round at
the Cannon Center for the Performing Arts. Hosted by Joey Sulipeck, this year competitors
come from the UK, Canada, Australia, Japan and the United States. The judges will look for the
“best representation of the Elvis legacy” in vocals, style, stage wear and stage presence. The best
overall performer will be named the “2012 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist” and will be awarded a
performance contract with Legends in Concert, a cash prize of $20,000, a Fender Elvis Presley
Kingman Guitar, and a belt.
Semifinal Round Two, held at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, August 17, will also include a
performance by the winner of the 2007 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist, Shawn Klush; and the
Final round, held at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday, August 18, will include a performance by 2011
winner, Cody Slaughter.

2011 Winner
Cody Slaughter

2007 Winner
Shawn Klush
The top-ten contestants from the 2011 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest
Matt Cage
Tweed Tribute to Elvis Festival
Rick Huntress
New England Elvis Festival

Cannon Center for
the Performing Arts
255 North Main Street
$69 Package - includes all three rounds
Semifinal Round One
Friday, August 17, 10:00 a.m.
Included in $69 Package
Individual Competition Ticket
Available for $10
This round is general admission
for all tickets.
Semifinal Round Two
Friday, August 17, 7:00 p.m.
Included in $69 Package
Individual Competition Ticket
Available for $25
Final Round
Saturday, August 18, 7:00 p.m.
Included in $69 Package
Individual Competition Ticket
Available for $49

Jesse Aron
Rockin’ E Jamboree
Ted Torres
Elvis FANtasy Fest
Mark Anthony
Pocono Mountains Elvis Festival
Damian Mullin
Surfers Paradise Elvis Birthday Bash
Stephen Freeman
King of the Cruise Contest
David Lee
Fill the Blue Suede Shoes Ultimate ETA
Contest
Paul Fenech
Sydney Ultimate ETA Contest

Charlie Nieshio
Third Look for Japanese Elvis Ultimate ETA
Contest
Adam Fitzpatrick
Rockin’ Elvis Fest at Pala Casino
Bobby Simkins
Branson Elvis Festival
Tim Hendry
Toronto Elvis Festival
Sean Spiteri
Melbourne Ultimate ETA Contest
Jay Dupuis
Philadelphia Elvis Fest
Victor Trevino Jr.
Las Vegas Ultimate ETA Contest
Matt Cordell
Burning Love and Barbecue Cooking Contest
Ultimate ETA Preliminary
Tyler Hunter
Tupelo Elvis Festival

Dwight Icenhower
LakeGeorge.com Elvis Festival
Elias Jamhour
Wintersun Festival
Jim Barone
Atlantic City Ultimate ETA Contest
Garry Wesley
Elvis Weekend at Diamond Jo Casino
Cliff Wright
The Rockin’ Elvis Fest at Oneida Casino
Eli Williams
Penticton Elvis Festival
Kevin Mills
Myrtle Beach Ultimate ETA Contest
Winners for the following contests had not been
chosen by the time this publication was released
for printing: Ultimate ETA Contest at Harrah’s
Cherokee Casino & Hotel, 10th Annual Elvis
Tampa Bay Festival & Contest, Collingwood
Elvis Festival, and Last Chance Ultimate ETA
Contest at Hard Rock Cafe.

Tickets can be purchased online at Ticketmaster.com, by calling Ticketmaster
at 800-745-3000, at any Ticketmaster outlet or at the Cannon Center box office.

Judges for the 2012 Ultimate ETA Contest
Whether on stage performing or behind the scenes helping to make the magic happen, this year’s Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest judges know what it takes to entertain an audience. And, as Elvis fans, they really appreciate
anyone who takes on the challenge of paying tribute to the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.
Together, these judges will be searching for the Elvis tribute artist who “best represents the legacy of Elvis Presley.”
EPE’s judging guidelines, rules and scoring forms are provided to each Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest

David Keith
Double Golden Globe nominee and veteran
actor of over 100 roles, David Keith has spent
half a lifetime in the creative industry. Keith has
appeared in the hit films “Firestarter” and
“Running Wild”, and has appeared in television
series such as “NCIS,” “Law and Order: Special
Victims Unit,” and “Hawaii Five-O.” Keith has
also directed three films and currently runs Keith Creative Consulting.
During the last decade, as the campaign chairman for The National
Association to Protect Children, David helped draft and pass over 40
pieces of legislation to protect children from predators, including “The
Protect Our Children Act of 2008,” the largest crime bill of the 110th
congress.
Adam Block
A 25-year veteran of the music industry, Adam
Block currently runs Sony Music’s Legacy
Recordings, recognized widely as the preeminent
catalog label in the world. During his tenure with
Legacy, Mr. Block has played a key role in the
creative direction and marketing of numerous
successes including recording projects with and from Michael Jackson,
AC/DC, Johnny Cash, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, Miles Davis, Jimi Hendrix
and yes, the King himself. He’s been an integral part of numerous
Grammy-nominated and award-winning projects including last year’s
Elvis Presley: Young Man With A Big Beat. In addition to being a
hobbyist musician, he’s an avid outdoors man and gigantic hockey fan.
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preliminary location and they are required to follow these criteria when choosing their preliminary winner. In
addition, these are also used during the semifinals and final rounds of the contest in Memphis.

For the semifinals and final rounds of the Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest, the accounting firm of Dixon
Hughes Goodman oversees the scoring and tabulation of the contest judging. Having Dixon Hughes Goodman as
the official auditor of the event assures that the tabulation is held to the highest standards of integrity and objectivity.

Gina Keltner
Gina Keltner has been with the Grand Ole Opry for 12
years. Celebrating 86 years of entertainment, the Grand
Ole Opry is the world’s longest running live radio show.
As Talent Manager, Keltner books the talent for each of
the Opry’s performances. Prior to working at the Opry,
Keltner worked for Dick Clark Productions on The
Nashville Network TV series, “Prime Time Country.” A Missouri native, she is a
graduate of Missouri State University and a member of the Country Music
Association and Academy of Country Music. She has served on various
committees for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation along with ongoing
involvement in promoting adoption awareness. Most of her spare time is happily
devoted to her 2-year-old daughter.
David Bazzel
David Bazzel, a life-long Elvis fan, knows what it’s like to
perform in front of an audience. He was team captain and
four-year letterman with Lou Holtz and the Arkansas
Razorbacks and participated in four bowl games including
a television MVP performance in the 1984 Liberty Bowl
vs. Auburn and Bo Jackson. Since that time, Bazzel has
logged over 6,000 hours on live talk radio, 15 years of live
television experience as an anchor, reporter and host of more than 2,500 public
appearances. As an Elvis fan, Bazzel is especially proud of his role assisting the late
philanthropist, Jennings Osborne, in the donation of the customized two-million
light display that was part of the Graceland holiday event for many years.
Currently, David works in television, marketing, event management, public
relations and is the co-host of the Show With No Name on 103.7 The Buzz in
Arkansas.

2013 Ultimate
Elvis Tribute
Artist CONTEST
Preliminary Rounds
The Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest will
return in 2013 and feature preliminary rounds
of the competition starting in late August 2012
through early August 2013.
Tweed Tribute to Elvis Festival
August 24-26, 2012 • Tweed, Ontario, Canada
New England Elvis Festival
August 31 - September 2, 2012 • Manchester, New
Hampshire
Elvis FANtasy Fest
October 12-14, 2012 • Woodland Park Community
Center, Portage, Indiana
Pocono Mountains Elvis Festival
October 19-21, 2012 • Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania
Hawaii Ultimate ETA Contest
January 12, 2013 • Waikiki, Hawaii
Sao Paulo Elvis Festival
May 1 - 4, 2013 • Sao Paulo, Brazil

Cont’d... page 21
The second benefit was the
pakalolo has been legalized.
satellite concert being commemorated
Elvis’ landmarks have altered
in January 2013. Because the
only slightly. Exactly three years after
performance was televised and thus it
the satellite broadcast, the building
constituted a use of the public airwaves,
in which the concert was staged, the
admission could
Honolulu International Center,
not be charged,
was renamed for
so contributions
a former mayor
were solicited and
and now is called
dedicated to the
the Neal Blaisdell
Kui Lee Cancer
Center. An elevenFund, named for
hundred pound
the beloved local
bronze replica of
singer killed
Elvis was erected
by the disease
in 2007 outside,
in 1964. (The
becoming a pilgrimage
same year Elvis
site for fans who keep
recorded one
it festooned with leis.
of Lee’s songs,
The USS Arizona
“I’ll Remember
Memorial, still one
Elvis arriving in
You.”) From the
of the most popular
Hawaii
January 9, 1973
rehearsal and
visitor
attractions, was
.
show, $75,000 was
celebrated on the fiftieth
donated, $50,000 above the goal. The
anniversary of his Bloch Arena concert,
Colonel also claimed a billion people
although the arena itself was long gone.
were watching.
Happily, most of the places where
Much has changed in the islands
Elvis once walked and fought and
since Elvis spent his last vacation on
sang and kissed pretty starlets haven’t
the beach in Lanikai just five months
changed much at all. Hawaii is a state
before his death. There’s only one
that resists some change like a new
daily newspaper now, roadway traffic
disease, especially if it threatens the
is horrendous, there is a rail line
environment. Those postcards used as
under construction, high rises have
background in all three of Elvis’ movies
proliferated, and what Hawaiians call
are still there.

Jerry Hopkins is the author of “ELVIS IN HAWAII,”
“ALOHA ELVIS” and “ELVIS: THE BIOGRAPHY.”

Israel Jane Wins “Co-Host Elvis Week
with Memphis Jones” Contest
2012 Online Hosts for ElvisWeek.com
Memphis
Jones
Host for
ElvisWeek.com
Memphis
Jones is a
lifelong Elvis fan and expert on the
birthplace of rock ‘n’ roll. His love
for the king turned into a lifetime
dedicated to music and educating
people about the unique sound
of Memphis’ finest musicians. He
also portrays Elvis’ guitar-playing
boyhood pastor Brother Frank
Smith in the Tupelo Birthplace
Museum’s permanent church exhibit
film. Memphis Jones, along with his
co-host Israel Jane, will be bringing
Elvis fans daily online updates with
behind-the-scenes interviews, video
and more from Elvis Week 2012.
Israel Jane
Co-Host for
ElvisWeek.com
Israel Jane is
the winner of
the “Co-Host
Elvis Week with Memphis Jones”
contest. He is currently a pastor
in Sarasota, Florida, and has been
an Elvis fan since he was a little

boy. Israel and his wife of 11 years
are busy raising three little Elvis
fans. As an avid Elvis collector and
devoted fan, winning this contest
and getting to be at Elvis Week is
a dream come true. Israel will be
reporting from Elvis Week events
and sharing his experience online
with Elvis fans here in Memphis
and around the world.
Jon
Waterhouse
Official
Blogger for
ElvisWeek.com
Throughout
his 20-year career in journalism,
Jon has jumped at the chance to
write about Elvis. He’s interviewed
some of the king’s closest comrades,
including Jerry Schilling and
George Klein. Jon’s work regularly
appears in the Atlanta JournalConstitution newspaper and has
popped up in national publications
including Esquire, BlackBook
and MTV.com. He can be heard
each week as the host of “The Pop
Culture King Show” and is a regular
producer and writer for AM 1690’s
“The Voice of the Arts” in Atlanta.
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COME SEE FENDER® AND THE NEW ELVIS PRESLEY KINGMAN GUITAR
NEXT TO THE ELVIS WEEK MAIN STAGE.
© 2012 FMIC. Fender®, Kingman™ and the distinctive headstock design commonly found on this guitar are trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corporation. All rights reserved.
© 2012 EPE, Reg. U.S. Pat & TM Off. All rights reserved.
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ELVIS PRESLEY | JERRY LEE LEWIS | CARL PERKINS | JOHNNY CASH

THE TONY® AWARD-WINNING BROADWAY MUSICAL
INSPIRED BY THE ELECTRIFYING TRUE STORY

“GREAT BALLS OF FIRE!
HERE’S A HIT! A PALPABLE HIT!

RAW MUSICAL EXUBERANCE! POWERHOUSE PERFORMANCES!

JAW-DROPPING AND HUGELY ENJOYABLE!”
-CHICAGO TRIBUNE

North American Tour Cast photo by Jeremy Daniel. Chicago Cast. Photo by Doug Blemker.
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Own the Film Legacy of a Legend fit for Elvis Fans!
Available Now!
®

Come See A Double Presentation:
Love Me Tender and Clambake | Elvis Week Main Stage
Tuesday, August 14 @ 10:30 PM
™
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© 2012 Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment LLC, © 2012 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.
All Rights Reserved. Distributed by Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment LLC. TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX,
FOX and associated logos are trademarks of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and its related entities.

Experience Elvis in Brazil The Elvis Presley Holy
Elvis fans in Brazil and throughout South
fans will also be able to experience the closest they
America are looking forward to the upcoming
will ever come to a live Elvis concert when “Elvis
exhibition, “The Elvis
Presley in Concert”
Experience” and six
takes place in
performances of Elvis
Brasilia, Sao Paulo
Presley in Concert.
and Rio de Janiero.
A first-of-itsSee complete
kind exhibition
schedule below.
outside the United
There are
States, “The Elvis
currently many Elvis
Experience” includes
Presley fan clubs in
over 500 rare artifacts,
South America and
documents and
Graceland has seen
photos, many of
a steady increase
which have never
in visitors from
left the vaults or
the country in the
exhibit areas of Elvis
last several years.
Presley’s Graceland
Currently, on Elvis’
Gold plated rotary dial telephone from
in Memphis. The new
Facebook page,
Elvis’ upstairs bedroom.
exhibition will open
there are more fans
on September 5, 2012,
from Brazil than
in Sao Paulo at the Shopping Eldorado Mall.
any country other than the United States.
Tickets for sale at Ingressorapido.com.br.
Among the items that will be shipped from
Concert Schedule
Graceland are Elvis’ 1975 Ferrari Dino 308
Oct 6 - Brasilia, Ginasio Nilson Nelson
GT4, a gold plated rotary dial telephone from
Oct 8 - Sao Paulo, Ginasio Ibirapuera Arena –
Elvis’ upstairs bedroom, and his signature white
Sold Out
suit featured in the closing number of his 1968
Oct 9 - Sao Paulo, Ginasio Ibirapuera Arena –
television special. One of the most recognizable
Sold Out
items traveling from Memphis to Brazil is one of
Oct 10 - Sao Paulo, Ginasio Ibirapuera Arena
the American Eagle jumpsuits Elvis used for the
Oct 11 - Rio De Janiero, Maracananzinho Arena
1973 “Aloha from Hawaii” television special, the
Oct 13 - Sao Paulo, Via Funchal Theater
world’s first LIVE televised satellite concert.
In addition to the exhibition, South American

Land Tour Scheduled
for Mid-2013

Elvis fans will have the opportunity of a
lifetime in 2013 to experience the gospel side of
Elvis. Guaranteed to be an experience unlike any
other, Elvis fans will have a chance to explore
Israel, on May 12-21 as part in the Elvis Presley®
Holy Land Tour.
Travelers will follow in the footsteps of Jesus,
cruise the Sea of Galilee, experience the Western
Wall and the ancient city of Jerusalem, float in
the Dead Sea, roam the beaches of Tel Aviv, and
experience baptism in the Jordan River. The tour
group will even make a stop at the infamous Elvis
Inn Restaurant in Abu Ghosh – an Elvis-themed
diner and souvenir shop popular with tourists
from around the world.
The tour will feature special guests Joe
Moscheo and Terry Blackwood of Elvis’ Imperials,
and Bill Baize, former member of J.D. Sumner
and The Stamps Quartet, all of whom performed
with Elvis and knew first hand his love for gospel
music. The legendary gospel music artists will join
the tour group each day for a variety of activities
and exclusive fan access.
Space for The Elvis
Presley® Holy Land
Tour is very limited. To
get more information
and to reserve your spot,
visit IsraelThemeTours.
com/Elvis.

For more information or to purchase tickets, visit www.Elvis.com/Brazil.

I am an Elvis Fan!
Guest EditorIAL
By Robyn Cherry
December 3, 1968, I am sitting on my father’s
became the roots of
knee waiting for the television event of the season.
rock ‘n’ roll. Elvis
My older brother begged our parents to let us stay
sang our music
up past our bedtime. I had no idea who Elvis was,
and kicked the
but any opportunity to stay up past 8:30 was not to
door in for African
be ignored. I began to drift off to sleep until I heard
American music to
a silky voice murmur, “If you’re lookin’ for trouble,
go mainstream. It’s like what Buddy Holly said for
you came to the right place…” My eyes popped open
every artist of that era, “Without Elvis, none of us
and there stood Elvis Presley, in all of his splendor,
would have made it.”
sleekly dressed in tight black pants, black shirt, red
I consider myself fortunate, because despite
scarf and a gleaming red guitar slung over his slender
being African American I have always embraced
shoulder. Forty-four years later, Elvis Presley still has
my love of Elvis Presley. I own a treasure trove
my attention.
of Elvis books, music, movies, documentaries and
As a child, I gazed at Elvis’ album covers
memorabilia, and I am proud of it. Yes, I got the
in record stores and
look when making
searched the radio dial
purchases before the
Elvis
sang
our
music
for his songs. I scanned
internet, and I defend
and kicked the door in
the Hollywood gossip
Elvis to the death when
magazines for stories
confronted as I often
for African American
about my idol who I had
am when wearing Elvis
music
to
go
mainstream
not only come to love as
clothing or accessories.
a fan, but whom I was
If you’re looking for
curious about as a human being. The reason I had to
trouble, criticize my love of Elvis Presley.
search for all things Elvis as a child but leave them
I have met many African Americans who love
in the stores, is because I am African American and
Elvis, and refer to themselves as closet Elvis fans and
my parents would have been warily scrutinized and
this is unfortunate. They own nothing pertaining to
criticized for buying anything that pertained to Elvis
Elvis and have never visited Graceland, and they are
Presley.
missing out on the granddaddy of all pilgrimages.
African Americans to this day, cling to the
We are just as much a part of Elvis’ legacy as
inaccurate notion that Elvis Presley stole our music
everyone else because our music and our culture was
and our culture. Elvis stole nothing. Elvis paid
his inspiration. African American Elvis fans need
homage to our music and our culture because he
to come out of the closet and go to Graceland. We’re
loved it so much, as he was raised on gospel and
waiting for you.
eventually discovered the blues as a child which

“

“
.

Sneak Peek of
“Elvis Rocks” at
elvis week Main Stage
This all new 4-D film, which debuted with
much fanfare at the International Association
of Amusement Parks and Attractions in Hong
Kong in June, features iconic tracks from the
King of Rock ‘n’ Roll and an Elvis-filled story
of teenage sweethearts. This lively animated film
follows the main character, Aaron, on a madcap
journey from Memphis across the desert to Las
Vegas in a bid to win back his true love and bride
to be.
A hit with movie and attraction fans around
the world, 4-D films combine a 3-D film with
physical effects in the theatre, which occur in
synchronization with the film. Some of the
effects simulated in 4D films include air jets,
scents, rain, wind, bubbles, strobe lights and
vibrations.
Those of you here in Memphis for Elvis
Week 2012
will get a sneak
peek of the
actual film,
without the
4-D elements,
on Tuesday,
August 14, at
10:30 p.m. at
the Elvis Week
Main Stage.
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Elvis.com Photo Spotlight Features
There are many fun events and special Elvis happenings throughout the year at Graceland and around the world that make it into our photo spotlight section.
Below are some of our favorites.

November 18, 2011
Lauren Alaina, finalist from
the tenth season of “American
Idol,” traveled to Memphis to
help “flip the switch” and kick
off the holiday festivities at
Graceland.

January 8, 2012
Fans from around the world
gathered at Graceland to
celebrate Elvis’ birthday.
José Feliciano appeared as a
special guest and performed
for fans.

May 18, 2012
Band members
of the Grammyaward winning
group Wilco
came to tour
Elvis Presley’s
Graceland during
a tour stop in
Memphis.

February 16, 2012
The starring cast of the smash-hit Broadway musical
“Million Dollar Quartet” toured Graceland during a
tour stop at the Memphis Orpheum.

November 28, 2011
Kid Rock delivered an epic performance at the Elvis
Presley Car Museum at Graceland. “Live from the
Artists Den” aired in February.

June 07, 2012
Graceland CEO, Jack
Soden, and millions of
Elvis fans around the world
celebrated the 30 year
anniversary of Graceland
opening its doors to the
public.

March 31, 2012
Hundreds of Boy and Girl
Scouts came to Graceland
for the Scouts Rock at
Graceland Day. They also
earned achievements toward
their ranks and merit badges.

To check out other photos that have been featured in the spotlight, visit Elvis.com.
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Graceland’s Chapel in the Woods
The Perfect Place for the Wedding of your Dreams

Rhiannon and Josh Bromilow
Married April 21, 2012

Josh and I love telling people that we got
married at Graceland. When I saw the chapel
for the first time, the lush green landscape and
interior décor added to my excitement of how
great the wedding would be. The chapel’s size
provided a sense of intimacy as the pews filled
with our families and close friends for the
ceremony. As I walked down the aisle to meet
my groom, I felt overwhelmed with love filling
the chapel. After the ceremony and cake, we
enjoyed having our pictures taken at the front
door of the mansion and under the gorgeous
jasmine-covered arch – the prints are stunning.
From coordinating the details from our home
in Maryland to receiving our photos a week
after the wedding, our experience at Graceland
was truly perfect. - Rhiannon

Kristen and Blake Jumper
Married April 28, 2012

Our experience at the Graceland Wedding
Chapel can almost not be put into words.
From the moment we decided on the location,
to the end of the wedding - it was seamless!
The special events team was so helpful and
professional and they have wedding planning
down to an art. The chapel is even more
beautiful and cozy than the pictures can show.
Having our picture made in front of Graceland
was a dream come true! Feeling the presence
and love of Elvis at his home is indescribable.
Choosing Graceland’s Chapel in the Woods
was one of the best choices and experiences of
my life. Thank you to everyone who made it
such a special day! – Kristen

For more about Graceland’s Chapel in the Woods, visit Elvis.com/chapel,
call our Special Events Team at 800-238-2010 or 901-332-3322, or email
specialevents@elvis.com.

A DOCUMENTARY FILM & BOOK
www.TheMotelsofRoute66.com

BECOME A FAN, FIND OUT MORE,
SHARE YOUR STORY & SPREAD THE WORD
“traveling the road and capturing the tales
within the walls from the motel owners,
the travelers and the architecture itself.”
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Amy and Cody Puckett
Married May 5, 2012

We wanted our wedding to be held somewhere
special, and at the same time, be different than
a traditional service. Cody is a huge Elvis fan
so when we found the Chapel in the Woods,
we decided that this was where we should say
“I do.” The Chapel is a beautiful hidden gem on
the property. The staff was amazing and covered
every detail of our wedding, from the preacher,
to the photographer, even the webcam service
so our family back home in Texas could see.
Graceland has a magical atmosphere that you
have to experience in person. We are so glad we
chose the Chapel in the Woods and wouldn’t
change a thing. – Amy

®
®

© EPE
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2013 Elvis Birthday Celebration
January 5 - 8, Memphis
Below is a preliminary schedule of events surrounding Elvis’ 2013 Birthday
Celebration. Tickets will go on sale in early fall for Graceland sponsored
events. For up-to-date information and complete listings of all the 2013 Elvis
Birthday Celebration events, visit Elvis.com.

Saturday, January 5

Memphis Symphony Orchestra
presents Aloha Elvis
7:30 p.m. Cannon Center
for the Performing Arts. The
Memphis Symphony Orchestra
celebrates Elvis’ birthday and the
40th anniversary of “Aloha from
Hawaii.”

Sunday, January 6

Fan Club Presidents’ Event
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Location
TBD. Elvis fans are invited to
celebrate the work of Elvis Presley
fan clubs during this special event.

Official Elvis Insiders Reception
and Graceland Tour
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. An event
exclusively for members of the
Elvis Insiders. A private evening
tour of Graceland Mansion in all
its holiday splendor and a reception
across the street in Graceland
Plaza.

Monday, January 7

Graceland Trivia Tour
4:30 p.m. Guests are invited to tour
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Graceland Mansion and the Elvis
Presley Automobile Museum while
simultaneously answering trivia
questions to which answers can be
found on the Graceland tour.

Club Elvis
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. Elvis Presley
Car Museum, Graceland Plaza.
Come hang out and enjoy a private
party with your fellow Elvis fans.

Southern Birthday Breakfast
11:59 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. Chrome
Grille Restaurant, Graceland Plaza.
Fans are invited to the Chrome
Grille Restaurant for a Southern
breakfast.

Tuesday, January 8

Elvis Presley Day Ceremony
9:30 a.m. Enjoy a ceremony with
Graceland/EPE officials, a birthday
cake cutting and a proclamation
of Elvis Presley Day by Memphis
and Shelby County officials.
Free admission. Complimentary
birthday cake and coffee served
following the ceremony.
*All dates, times and details are subject to change

Elvis on the Go

New E-Book “Elvis on Tour” Features Rare Photos
E-readers are all the rage with
iPad, Kindle and NOOK digital
devices in the hands of hundreds of
thousands of avid readers around the
world. With the latest Elvis book to
hit the market, fans can now carry
the king with them wherever they
go with the first ever Elvis Presley
Enterprises
produced
e-book
covering the
monumental
1972 concert
tour that
resulted in
the Golden
Globe award
winning film,
“Elvis on
Tour.”
Utilizing
the resources
of the
Graceland
Archives,
readers will
get backstage access to the 15-city,
15-day tour with rare photos of Elvis
on stage, press clippings and reviews
of the concert tour, and an up-close
look at artifacts from both the actual
tour and the awarding winning “Elvis
on Tour” documentary film. “With
over 60-thousand photos in the
Graceland Archives, producing books
©EPE, Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off

in-house has always been a goal,”
said Robert Dye, EPE Photography
Manager. “The evolution of
technology with digital readers has
made it more affordable and easier to
reach that goal and give fans a unique
and new way to experience Elvis.”
Fans will also get an in-depth
look at the tour
schedule, song
lists from each
concert and the
jumpsuits Elvis
wore on stage. “It
was important
to give readers
a day to day
rundown of what
was happening
with both images
and his tour
schedule,” said
Angie Marchese,
Director of
the Graceland
Archives. “You
can see from city
to city how Elvis selected different
jumpsuits to wear on stage and you
can see how the mood changes
slightly from town to town in the
songs that were performed during
each concert.”
The “Elvis on Tour” e-book is now
available for $4.99 through Amazon
for most digital e-reader devices.
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we left

restraint
off the menu.

Our five-star steakhouse is no place for a side salad. It’s where you dine on
Alaskan king crab legs. Savor Australian lamb chops. Take on a 28-ounce
porterhouse. Because when you’re playing high-limits table games and
grooving to a big-name musician, you can’t settle for anything less than
the Best. Meal. Ever. We should know. We’ve been at it for 60 years.

Must be 21 years or older to gamble or attend events. Know When To Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-522-4700. ©2012, Caesars License Company, LLC. All rights reserved.

Elvis Insiders Q&A
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The Elvis Insiders Forum offers a great online community for Elvis fans. The Forum
is a place where fellow insiders can meet each other, talk about their favorite Elvis
songs and movies, share their favorite Elvis photos, and much more. Log onto the
Forum on any given day and find hundreds of different topics and conversations
going on. We recently posted a question on the Elvis Insiders Forum and asked
members for their opinion:

When did you first know you were an Elvis Fan?
When I started stopping at any
bookstore in desperate search for an
Elvis book that I hadn’t read. Mister E
1956...my best friend and I were
listening to an old floor model radio,
being cool. Well as cool as 11year-olds
can be. Disc jockey announces a new
song by (We didn’t get the name!) and
out of that radio came “Since my baby
left me.....” We listened for two days to
hear it again and to catch the singer’s
name!! Sandog55
When I was barely able to walk. I have a
home video of my brother and I dancing
to an Elvis song. My brother had his
moves to Elvis songs pretty down pat!
When I was old enough to get a record
player that was it all Elvis for me!!!!
IN._Loves_Elvis
One of my earliest memories at age 4
or 5 was listening to Elvis on one of my
brother’s 45 records. For some reason,
it made me cry and when my Mom
came into the room she asked why I was

crying. I responded, “Because he sings so
pretty!” Onetruelove
I knew I was a fan as a teenager in 1954
when I first heard that voice and saw
his picture. I first saw him perform
live in 1956 and became a forever fan.
Memphisbound

I was nine years old when I watched
Elvis in a movie with my mother (thank
you MOM). And from that moment on
I knew I was an Elvis fan. Now I am 39
and still crazy about Elvis. Talitha

First heard ELVIS in Oct./Nov. 1955
but wasn’t “confirmed” until Jan.28, 1956
and “The Dorsey Brother’s Show!!!”
Elvis Fan70
I knew I was an Elvis fan 4-life when
I saw him in the movie “Tickle Me”
when I was just six years old I followed
his music through my mom that was
an RCA record member and got all of
his new 45’s back in the good old days.
Cilla in love

To join the Official Elvis Insiders, visit ElvisInsiders.com,
call (866) 372-2582, or stop by the gift shops
at Graceland or Heartbreak Hotel.
#ElvisWeek | elvis.com
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Memphis Means Music
ELVIS LIVES “The Ultimate Elvis
Fest: Inspired by the King
Tribute Artist Event”
Elvis Week Main Stage
aspire to attain the artistic significance
Friday, August 10
of Elvis. This non-profit organization
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
is dedicated to the economic
Elvis has influenced the world
development of Memphis music and
of music and back in Memphis he
one of the key components is the
continues to inspire other artists in
Memphis Music Resource Center,
a city synonymous with great music.
an interactive educational center for
A daylong
musicians
celebration of
and music
contemporary
businesses.
Memphis artists
Membership
who have been
to the Music
inspired by the
Resource
king will help
Center is free
kick off things at
and it comes
the Elvis Week
with numerous
Main Stage at
benefits
Graceland, the
including a
The
Memphis
Dawls
first of over 25
tech center
events at the air-conditioned tent
for making music and editing music
structure that will house many of the
videos, free educational workshops on
main events for Elvis Week 2012.
business and entrepreneur strategies
Organized by the Memphis
and practices, keys to marketing
Music Foundation, a variety of acts
and distributing their music, plus
will perform not only music made
mentoring the people who are
famous by the king, but also some
changing the music industry today.
original music and songs inspired by
This event is free to the public,
the king. Confirmed artists who are
but donations will be accepted for
active members of the Memphis Music
the Memphis Music Foundation as
Foundation include Star & Micey, The
they assist area musicians in their
Candy Company, Jason Freeman, John
quest to continue the vibrant legacy
Paul Keith and the 145s, and more.
of Memphis music witnessed in the
The Memphis Music Foundation
career of Elvis.
works daily with Memphis artists who

“It’s rare when an artist’s talent can touch an entire
generation of people. It’s even rarer when that same
influence affects several generations. Elvis made an
imprint on the world of pop music unequaled by
any other single performer.” -Dick Clark
And his unparalleled influence
continues…… ELVIS LIVES
“The Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Event,” is an unforgettable
multi-media and live musical
journey across Elvis’ life. Featuring
finalists from Elvis Presley
Enterprises’ worldwide Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist Contest,
these multiple “Ultimate” Elvis
tribute artists deliver a moving
musical presentation of the
greatest performer that ever lived.
From the early breakout days
of Sun Studio, and the movieera years including a tribute to
Ann-Margret, through the “68’
Comeback” to the beginning
of the 1970’s and “Aloha from
Hawaii,” every performer brings
you back to a live Elvis experience.
Included will be a never-beforeseen exhibit of life-size images of
Elvis’ stage-wear from the archives

at Graceland. From simple twopiece, karate-inspired suits to
the famed jumpsuits featuring
rhinestones and metal studding,
each is a masterpiece. This photo
exhibit allows you to get up close
to check out the fine detail and
craftsmanship that went into the
production of these iconic works
of art that offer a glimpse into
Elvis’ unique showmanship and
personal style. Whether you were
fortunate enough to have seen
the king perform live, or for those
who have never attended a live
show performed by Elvis Presley,
this spectacular event is a must.
Audiences can’t help falling in love
with this phenomenal theatrical
concert experience.
To find out more information
on 2012/2013performance dates
and how to purchase tickets, please
visit ElvisLivesTour.com.
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PURCHASE YOUR
TICKETS TODAY!

For more information, please visit

www.ElvisLivesTour.com

Bruce Springsteen & Elvis at SXSW 2012
In a nearly hour-long address from the stage of the
Austin Convention Center at South by Southwest on
March 15, Bruce Springsteen spoke about his life as
a musician and the artists who influenced his career.
Below is an excerpt from that address.
“In the beginning, every musician has their
genesis moment. For you, it might have been the
Sex Pistols, or Madonna or Public Enemy. It’s
whatever initially inspires you to action. Mine was
1956, Elvis on ‘The Ed
Sullivan Show.’ It was
the evening I realized a
white man could make
magic, that you did not
have to be constrained
by your upbringing, by
the way you looked or by
the social context that
oppressed you. You could
call upon your own
powers of imagination
and you could create
a transformative
self. A certain type
of transformative self, that perhaps at any other
moment in American history, might have seemed
difficult, if not impossible. And I always tell my
kids that they were lucky to be born in the age
of reproducible technology. Otherwise, they’d be
traveling in the back of a wagon and I’d be wearing
a jester’s hat. It’s all about timing. It’s all about
timing.
The advent of television and its dissemination
of visual information changed the world in the ‘50s
the way the Internet has over the past twenty years.
Remember, it wasn’t just the way Elvis looked; it
was the way he moved that made people crazy,

pissed off, driven to screaming ecstasy and profane
revulsion. That was television. When they made
an attempt to censor him from the waist down, it
was because of what you could see happening in
his pants. Elvis was the first modern 20th-century
man, the precursor of the sexual revolution, of
the Civil Rights revolution, drawn from the
same Memphis as Martin Luther King, creating
fundamental outsider art that would be embraced

“

After that moment,
there was yesterday, and
there was today, and there
was a red hot, rockabilly
forging of a new tomorrow
before your very eyes.

”

by a mainstream popular culture. Television and
Elvis gave us full access to a new language; a new
form of communication; a new way of being; a
new way of looking; a new way of thinking about
sex, about race, about identity, about life; a new way
of being an American, a human being and a new
way of hearing music.
Once Elvis came across the airwaves, once he
was heard and seen in action, you could not put the
genie back in the bottle. After that moment, there
was yesterday, and there was today, and there was
a red hot, rockabilly forging of a new tomorrow
before your very eyes. So, one week later, inspired

by the passion in Elvis’ pants, my little six-year-old
fingers wrapped themselves around a guitar neck
for the first time, rented from Mike Diehl’s Music
in Freehold, New Jersey. They just wouldn’t fit.
Failure with a capital “F.” So I just beat on it, and
beat on it, and beat on it — in front of the mirror,
of course. I still do that. Don’t you? Come on, you
gotta check your moves!....”
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Developed by the
Smithsonian Institution

Including One-of-a-Kind Items
Belonging to You-Know-Who!
BEALE STREET @ FEDEXFORUM, DOWNTOWN
www.memphisrocknsoul.org
(901) 205-2533

WALKING TOURS OF BEALE ST.
Check out an audio guide, and discover the
history of the musical street Elvis discovered!

RECORDED IN MEMPHIS

See the exhibit about the musicians who visit
Memphis’ studios to capture that Elvis-thang!
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THE APP

Discover the places where Elvis lived and
played...right in the palm of your hand! Travel from
Memphis to Nashville to Tupelo
with the ultimate Elvis travel app
for iPhone, iPad and Android.

KING ME
The Elvis Tour

Ride along with rock ‘n’ roll royalty!
• Detailed scoop about Graceland,
including photos, tour tips and mustsee memorabilia and exhibits
• Essential info to create your own
itinerary for more than 30 other Elvis
attractions in Memphis, Nashville and
Tupelo, including hours, admission
prices, links to Web sites and maps
• More than 600 original photos
• Frequent FREE updates
Download King Me:
The Elvis Tour at
www.kingmeapp.com
©EPE, Reg. U.S. Pat & TM Off.

where have you been?
deals for the
whole family!

riverkings.com
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Celebrate Elvis!
®

New England Elvis Festival
August 31 - September 2, 2012

Starring Cody Slaughter with Rick Huntress, Irv Cass
and the Change of Habit tribute band, plus an Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist Contest®.

Pocono Mountains
Elvis Festival
October 19-21, 2012

Starring Shawn Klush with Mark Anthony, Dwight
Icenhower, Irv Cass, Steve Bobbitt and the Change
of Habit tribute band, plus an Ultimate Elvis Tribute
Artist Contest.

Las Vegas Elvis Fest

February 28 - March 2, 2013

Starring Shawn Klush and Cody Slaughter with many other Elvis Tribute
Artists and celebrity guests. See history repeat itself in legendary Las Vegas
and join us for the 2013 Heart of the King Awards, recognizing those who
keep Elvis' memory alive through live performances of his music.

São Paulo Elvis Festival
May 1-4, 2013

Be a part of the very first Elvis Festival in South America sanctioned
by Graceland. The São Paulo Elvis Festival will feature a four-day
Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest, a Las Vegas-style concert, after
hours parties and more. Brazil's Elvis fans are some of the best in the
world; come celebrate with them!

Tenth Annual LakeGeorge.com
Elvis Festival
May 29 - June 2, 2013

Join us in celebrating our tenth annual event with the biggest and best
LakeGeorge.com Elvis Festival ever. The five-day festival in the picturesque
vacation community of Lake George, New York will feature performances by
all UETAC champions: Shawn Klush, Brandon Bennett, Bill Cherry, Justin Shandor,
Cody Slaughter, and we're going to invite the 2012 winner too. Plus an Ultimate
Elvis Tribute Artist contest, Gospel Contest, Cruises on Lake George and ETA's
performing all over town!

For Tickets and Information
Call 888-406-5885 or Visit

www.ElvisFestival.com

© Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. ELVIS, ULTIMATE ELVIS TRIBUTE ARTIST CONTEST
and LOGO are trademarks of Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved.

"Like" our Facebook page at
www.Facebook.com/ElvisFestivals
for up-to-date information
on all of our festivals and events.
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INTERNATIONAL

SUPERSTAR

For fast, reliable delivery of
your shipments, trust FedEx.
We connect you to more than
220 countries and territories
worldwide. So no matter where
you go, your shipment’s always
on our mind.
FedEx is proud to support
Elvis Week 2012.
© 2012 FedEx. All rights reserved.

